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Harris The ONE choice for end -to -end radio solutions.

ZX'" Series
FM tri-moce transmitters featuring

multiple P.. modules and power

supplies fo- maximum redundancy.

When usec with the FlexStar''' HDx

Exciter, the ZX"" Series can operate

in either digital only or FM/FM-HD.

ZX transmitters are available from

500 W to .'i500 W.

HD Radio is a trademark of ifiquity Digital Corporation

FlexStarT"
HDx Exciter brings HD Radon" and

analog audio to a new level. Fea-

turing real-time adaptive correction

for increased power and efficiency

and the latest 'Nulty platform in

HD Radio-- Exgine-HDx Exciter

unlocks new revenue streams.

Destiny'" 3DX-50
Highly efficient, medium -wave

transmiter, and the latest in

the DX " family of world -c ass

digital AM transmitters. Fully

compatible with HD Radio. Harris

AM transmitters are available f om

1 kW to 2 MW.

PR&E NetWaveT"
Modular, network -enabled, high-

performance radio broadcast con-

sole packed with features that

are perfect for small to medium

studios. Share all your studio

resources throughout the facility

with the Harris VistaMax audio

management system.

From AM/FM and HD RadioTM transmission to program audio transport to consoles to broadcast
studios - Harris offers you the best products and systems in the business backed by outstanding
customer service.

For more information visit NAB 2008 (Booth N2502) or www.broadcast.harris.com/nab2008.

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain with a single, integrated approach.
Business 0.erations  Media Mana.ement  Newsrooms & Editing  Core Process n.  Channel Release Media Trans.ort  TRANSMISSION

assuredcommunications. www.harris.corn
Broadcast Communications  Defense Communications Systems  Government Communication Systems  Harris Stratex Networks
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Wireless Broadband
Internet Remotes

"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase. the
codec just worked."
- Christian Vang

Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

demo

"The codecs sounded great.
My management was very
very impressed with the
demos"

- Grady Jeffreys,
Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications

codecs delivered

Tielingin
www.tieline.com

your

no.   
Y 40 Y 6 .

"The remote was a
spectacular success. in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
public Internet"

- Mike Rabey
Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis

door Mow!!

800.950.0150

'Compatible with Comrex Matnx Blue Vector POTS Codecs Comrex is a registered trademark of Comrex corporabon
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

FCC Ordered to Study Bird -Tower Collisions
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit sided with conservat on groups and has
ordered the FCC to study the environmental effect of towers built in the Gulf Coast region.

MRC Rejects PPM in Philly and NYC
The notice was revealed in Arbitron's annual filing with the SEC. Arbitron attributes the decision to old
field tests, but is gathering new data to secure the endorsement.

Enco Systems Celebrates 25th Anniversary
The celebration will be held at the NAB Show. Enco was founded by Eugene Novacek and Judy Kane Novacek in 1983.

OMT Releases Imediatouch v3
The update includes 20 new features and user interface enhancements for touchscreen and drag 'n drop functionality.

Pregnar Named DOE at Entercom Wilkes-Barre/Scranton
Dan Pregnar takes over the duties previously held by Lamar Smith before he was promoted to director of engineering/chief
engineer at the company's Austin, TX, cluster.

Nautel to Deploy Three 300kW Transmitters in Turkey
In addition to the NX series transmitters, Nautel will also provide services including site survey, installation, ventilation, trans-
mission line, commissioning and site testing.

125th AES Convention Open Call for Broadcast Session Suggestions
The Audio Engineering Society is getting an early start on
the plans for the 125th AES convention to be held in San
Francisco from Oct. 2-5. Send brief proposals for broadcast -
related subjects to 125th_broadcastevents@oes.org.

DRM+ Trials Continue in Germany
The University of Applied Sciences Kaiserslautern broadcast
on 87.6MHz in DRM+ from its own experimental radio
station on March I .

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Transaudio Group.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2008.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -40

Enter by April 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

Site Features
What's on Your Mind?

TA L '<BACK
Radio magazine has launched a blog, and we want to hear
from you. Talkback is your chance to comment on articles,
news items and general radio industry events.

FASTtrack for Your Handheld
Take the Radio magazine FASTtrack with you. We have
adapted our exclusive FASTtrack and exhibitor booth listings
into an easy -to -use application that will run on any handheld
device. Access it online or download the files. Follow the link
at RadioMagOnline.com.

Advertiser Links
Access Web links to the advertisers in the March issue.
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DAM Family

"A carpenter needs a saw, I need speakers.

The S3A's are power saws!!! They do it all!"

Dave Pensado - S3A / Sub12

Mary J. Blige, Soulja Boy, lupe Fiasco, Usher, Celine Dion, Chris-

tina Aguilera, Keith Urban, Seal, Bone Thugs -11 -Harmony, Mariah

Carey, Janet Jackson and Sting.

Join the ADAM Family

www.adam-audio.com
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VIEWPOINT CSCHERER@RADIOMAGONLINE.COM

Convention time
All attention turns to the NAB Show this time of year. It is the big-
gest industry event of the year after all. Even if you don't go or
have never gone, it still has some relevance, since this is where

the latest product developments and technology introductions specific to
broadcasting are unveiled.

We have even updated our convention preview approach to provide you
with as much information as possible before you get to the convention. This
year we call it the Engineer's Guide to the NAB Show, which is exactly
what it is: your guide to what the convention offers to the radio engineer

and technology manager.
I realize that not everyone in radio attends the

convention. A trip for even a few days to Las Vegas
isn't the cheapest destination, although you can
find some travel bargains if you investigate. I've

At the Convent ion
I will moderate the session Communicating with

Management on Monday, April 14 from 10:30 to noon at
the convention. The session will be held in room S228.
The second half of the session will be a roundtable
discussion with several radio managers about improving
a manager's commitment to the role that engineering and
technology - and the engineer - play in the success of
the station. Many engineers complain that management
doesn't understand them. This is your opportunity to
overcome that obstacle.

What's your opinion? Send it to

radio@RadioMagOnline corn

said many times before that even an occasional
convention trip is a worthwhile effort for anyone's
career. It's easy to be overwhelmed and unproduc-
tive, which is why you need to set a plan before
you get there. Have a list of manufacturers to visit
and sessions to attend. Try not to fill your schedule
completely, because you will find plenty of unex-
pected things to take some extra time.

Still, if you can't make it to the NAB Show, look

into local and regional conferences. Many of
them are held with the support of state broadcast
associations and the SBE, and offer a similar
quality experience. You may need to convince
a manager that it's worth your while to attend,
so plan carefully.

One twist to this year's convention is that I already

know I won't see some of the people I know who
I usually see attending. Clear Channel and En-
tercom have cut back on the number people that
are being sent. Like I said earlier, it's not always
cheap to get to Las Vegas, and I understand that
the financial situation has to be considered.

What concerns me is what could happen next
year. It may be decided that there's no reason to
send people to the convention again, especially
when .so much money was saved the previous year.
I'm not saying that Clear Channel and Entercom
will do this, but I have seen other companies and
stations do this in the past. Once the expense is
cut it's hard to get it back.

Sure, sometimes a session is more sales pitch than

educational. Sometimes exhibitors are showing a
box loaded with weights and a dummy display
while touting a new product. But there's nothing
that can replace the chance to network with other
people in your field, and a regional or national
convection can do that like no other opportunity.

I hope to see you at the convention. If not, I'll

see you at an upcoming regional event.

March 2008



Shark, interviewing BERT MCCRACKEN,
lead singer for THE USED, says: "When Comrex

told me that their internal code name for ACCESS
was "THE NEXT BIG THING" I got it right away.

This !S BIG - I was live, on the air, in places I could
NEVER have gone with regular old technology.

THANKS COMREX!"

Impossible Remote?
Nah, You've Got ACCESS.
Meet Another Real -World Super Hero...
Live coverage of Next Big Thing 7, Tampa's 15 -band, two -stage,
20,000 screaming fan concert, seemed daunting. But it couldn't have
gone smoother for Shark, Cox Radio's 97X Program Director and
afternoon host. When covering on event like this, Shark would
normally be battling for a frequency with all the wireless mics, and
getting back stage to interview all 15 bands with a live wired mic was
just impossible. ACCESS pulled it off without a hitch. Shark went live
with the push of a button and not c care in the world. Covering even
the gnarliest live event is a natural for ACCESS.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular,
satellite, POTS [yep, ACCESS is a full featured POTS codec and works
seamlessly with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)-plus some services
you may not have even heard of. Given the challenges of the public
Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real
time over most available IP connections.

Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can make you
become a Real -World Super Hero-wherever you are!

Toll Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: into(a)comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 978-784-1776  Fox: 978-784-1717
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Forgotten
modulation methods

By John Battison,
RE., technical editor, RF

lectrified telegraphy was the first practical use of electricity for long-
distance communication. This was a tremendous improvement over
flashing lights and waving signal flags. The well-known Morse code

wa . essential port of the system. The requirement for accurate knowledge
and use of the Morse Alphabet quickly brought a requirement for voice com-
munication. Various inventors around the world, including the ubiquitous Bell and
Edison, devised methods of electronic voice communication using wires. This,
of course, led to a requirement for a wireless voice communication system.

Wireless communication was first accomplished by using spark wireless code
transmitters with their typical ragged spark tone
characteristic. Unfortunately, it was not possible to
use anyone's microphone to efficiently and under-
standably modulate the spark transmissions. And
so, as wireless communication improved, methods
of generating continuous waves were developed.
This also led to improved long-distance wireless
telegraphic communication still using the Morse
code and later to teletype operation.

The use of wireless signals produced the CW and
ICW signals. Older hams will no doubt remember
these symbols. They stood for continuous wave

and interrupted continuous
waves and required use of
the Morse code. In order
to make a continuous wave
convey voice information it
was necessary to modulate
or change the nature of a
continuous wave.

Vacuum tubes had not yet
been developed and Arc
transmitters (and later the Al-
exanderson alternator) were
the main sources of continu-
ous waves. Modulation of
such waves was produced
by inserting a carbon micro-
phone in the antenna lead.
This was somewhat effective,

but as might be expected,
microphones tended to
overheat as antenna currents

increased, carbon granules
Arced and audio quality suffered in general.

Then came the introduction of the vacuum tube
and such microphone problems vanished, but a
new problem developed. This problem, which was
tackled by many engineers, was how to impress
the signal voltages developed by the microphone
onto the continuous wave (carrier) with the greatest
efficiency. As various circuits were devised and

A
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j Peak
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Figure 1. A vector diagram
comparing the carrier and peak
levels in out phasing modulation.

patented, and as the widespread manufacture and
sale of radio transmitting equipment increased,
many efforts were made to develop new and
different modulating circuits, and thus avoid the
payment of license fees. Radio magazine has
carried articles on many of the various modulation
systems and in this issue we shall talk about the
out phasing method of modulation.

Out phasing modulation
Early in the 1930s French engineer Henri Chireix

devised an ingenious method of modulation that
he named most appropriately out phasing. It was
based on the result of combining two out -of -phase
voltages. This produces a fluctuating signal volt-
age that varies in amplitude as the audio signals
change. This voltage, after amplification, drives
a power amplifier stage with properly amplitude -
modulated RF. It's interesting to note the similarity
between this and the Doherty System. Each method
uses phase relationship to accompl sh its purpose.
The famous RCA Ampliphase transmitter used the
out phasing modulation system.

As in most of the useful developments in radio
engineering, a good knowledge of mathematics
leads to the generation of new ideas. In the case of
out phasing modulation the use of vectors simplifies
understanding of the system and its development.
When two signals of equal amplitude with a phase
difference are combined, the magnitude of the result-
ing vector is determined by the phase difference.
Wher the difference in phase is 180 degrees and
the resulting vector is zero they have effectively
canceled each other. As the phase difference varies
between zero and 180 degrees, the magnitude
(within limits) is determined by the difference between

the phases. However, 90 degrees is the minimum
phase separation allowable before quality suffers
and undesirable effects occur.

This limits the positive peak attainable because
at small angles the vector sum does not change as
quickly as it does with larger angular differences. In
other words, the positive peak would be flattened
with undesirable consequences.

In practice it is usual to establish a phase differ-
ence of about 45 degrees between the two signals.
Figure 1 shows this relationship.

Basic phase modulation of an RF signal can be
produced in the circuit shown in Figure 2 is used
as a variable resistance connected in series with
the plate circuit. As this resistance varies, the plate
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RF ENGINEERING
load impedance will swing from negative to positive (the phase thus
changing without a change in amplitude). A practical transmitter might
consist of an oscillator with two output channels 180 degrees apart
on he operating frequency. One signal is advanced by 22.5 degrees
and the other one retarded by the same amount. Phase modulation
ther takes place on each channel. Because phase modulation takes
place at a low level, and several stages in the series are needed to
deliver the required signal to drive the IPA, which s grid modulated.
The PA follows basically the circuit shown in Figure 3.

The output of each tube reaches the load resistor through very nec-
essary individual 90 degrees networks. When twc currents, equal
in magnitude and phase, are fed into a common load, the load
impedance seen by each tube will be doubled. It follows that when
the signals are exactly out of phase, i.e. 180 degrees apart, the load
impedance will fall to zero. This would be a very bad operating con-
dition for a tube receiving grid drive. The 90 degrees networks have
the valuable property of inverting the impedance seen, thus ensuring
that each tube's impedance remains reasonably high as required. For
example, if the plate load impedance for a tube should fall to a low
value, the 90 degrees network will invert it and maintain a desirable
plata load impedance until the conditions change.

Because the 90 degrees network circuits do not normally have the high
Q of a normal PA plate circuit, it was necessary to include a harmonic
filter (not shown) in the transmitter output to meet FCC requirements.

E mail Battison at batcom@ohio.net

RFt

Figure 2. With phase modulation, V2 audio
causes the impedance of the plate load to
swing between positive and negative. The RF
output therefore varies with phase.

L.

cs

L2

00000

D

Figure 3. The phase -modulated drive from
the outputs of VI and V2 are combined in the
common load (WO.

Actual, unsolicited email from one happy Ariane Sequel customer...

"...At the station site we use the Ariane Sequel in front of an G. A with its
internal agc turned off. The Sequel works in matrix mode.

This chain ... oh baby ... it is MAGIC !!!
We sound louder, more punchy AND way less distorted than all other stations
in the market. It is really unbelieveble. I would not have imagined this
big a difference. The smooth non -distorted sound all over the spectrum is so
different from other stations. The difference is actually easy to hear on any
playback system. Small kitchen radio, big reference spea<ers, car radio etc.

... net.l i know i sauna excitea ana 1 really am. JUST wanna snare ire 3equet really

is the magic ticket for being loud, punchy and non -distorted!"
-- B. R.

Sound too good to be true? Try an Ariane Sequel for yourself.
Hey, who knows? Maybe you'll be writing our next ad! lee t4

=

N 611.

The Memo isipsil ...There IsiNice'Equall
www.translantech.com email: Sales@translantech.com

TRANSUNTECH SOUND, LLC New York: (212) 222-0320 Europe: +49 2361 9049 649
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Commission
stepping up rule enforcement By Harry Martin

ATexas AM station was fined $8,800 for failing to maintain a main
studio and power down at sunset. An FCC inspector, after checking
on four successive days, could not find the station's main studio. While

conducting this search the agent took signal measurements and determined
that the station was not powering down at night as its license required.

After speaking with the station manager, the FCC agent was directed to a
local hair salon. There he was told that the salon, also operated by the man-
ager, doubled as the station's main studio. The manager explained that the
beauticians knew to call him if anyone turned up asking questions about the

station. The manager showed the agent broadcast
equipment in a closet in the back room. However,
the agent found the equipment was not plugged
in to any power source.

Dateline
April 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial

ownership reports by radio stations in Delaware, Indiana,
Kentucky Pennsylvania and Tennessee.

On April 1 radio stations with more than 10 full-time
employees located in Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee
must electronically file their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term
Reports (Form 397) with the FCC.

Also on or before April 1 radio stations in the following
states must place their annual EEO Reports in their
public files: Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Texas and Pennsylvania.

A meeting with the contract engineer revealed that
the station was broadcasting from an unattended
computer at the transmitter. Moreover, the engineer
confirmed that the station had not been powering
down at sunset. The FCC fined the station $5,600
for using a beauty salon as its main studio with
no full-time station employees and an additional
$3,200 for not powering down.

A Utah FM station faces a $4,000 fine after one
of its on -air personalities made a prank call to a
state poison control center to ask about symptoms
from swallowing pepper spray. He recorded the
call and played it back for his listeners, one of
whom complained to the FCC. In this case the
person contacted at the poison control center was
not told, as the rules require, that the conversation
was being recorded for broadcast.

The station admitted that the incident occurred
but claimed that the D.J. was behaving in viola-
tion of company policy, that management was
unaware of the prank and that it only happened
once. The station also noted that at least the
D.J. called a non -emergency number. The FCC
reiterated its zero tolerance policy for recorded
or broadcast telephone conversations and fined
the station $4,000.

In 2005 the FCC's attention was called to www.
hobbytron.com, an Internet supplier of illegal FM
pirate radio equipment. The website now has a
new owner. The FCC recently visited the website
again and found it is marketing illegal FM trans-
mitters. In fact, the website continues to offer the
equipment at clearance sale prices. The FCC has
warned the new owner that selling transmitters
without an FCC certificate is a punishable federal
offense. This ongoing saga is likely to continue
until arrests are made.

Changes in fee filing location
The FCC is changing its "lockbox" bank location

for all fees submitted by check. Effective upon
publication of the order in the Federal Register, all
application fees, regulatory fees and any accom-
panying paper applications, forms or other filings,
which used to go to the Commission's lockbox bank

in Pittsburgh, will have to be delivered instead to
US Bank at 1005 Convention Plaza in St. Louis.
As in the past, each filing must reflect the FCC as
the addressee, with a particular P.O. Box speci-
fied, with the box number varying depending on
the nature of the filing being submitted.

The FCC has provided a 45 -day transition
period which will begin the day of Federal
Register publication. During this period, any
fee -based filings and fee payments submitted
to the Pittsburgh location will be automatically
forwarded to the St. Louis lockbox bank, and
the date -stamp reflecting the date of receipt by
the Pittsburgh lockbox bank will be deemed the
official filing date.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Comm, m,,
Lions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher,

Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail martinalhhlaw.cer
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Ethernet path to...

...the transmitter site.
Innovative IP-based applications save money, save

time and protect valLabie station assets. But how

to get IP connections at remote transmitter sites?

LanLink HS -900 provides IP Ethernet and

RS -232 data where no wires or cables exist.

And without licenses, leases or new antennas.

Ask the digital STL experts today.

Mosdey
Dave Chancey 805.968.9621 Bill Gould 978.373.6303

www.mose eysb.com



The engineer's guide to the

1A13511-101/1/
Your essential convention information source

Time is our newest scarce resource. We can't afford to waste
any of it. Your time at the annual convention is even more
valuable, because even though the event spans nearly a

week, it's over before you know it. This is why you need the
Engineer's Guide to the 2008 NAB Show.

The National Association of Broadcasters has renamed the con-
vention the NAB Show, following the NAB's interest in expanding
the convention to new areas of entertainment technology.

The Radio magazine Engineer's Guide includes several parts,
and they extend beyond the pages of this issue. The largest
part of the convention are the exhibits, and once again, there's
plenty to see. While most of the radio -specific exhibits are in
the North Hall, there are many exhibitors with radio -relevant
technology in the Central and South Halls. As a preview to
what will be shown, the Radio magazine NAB Extra! highlights
many of the new offerings.

If you're looking for specific technology, turn to the Radio
magazine NAB FASTtrack. This exclusive section organizes the
exhibits into product categories, and then sorts those exhibitors
by their booth number. This makes it easy for you to move from
booth to booth and reduce the time wasted by running from
one end of the convention to the other.

To help you find your way, the Radio magazine North Hall
map provides a clear view of the hall. Our map also includes
an alphabetical listing of exhibitors. The map can be easily
removed from this issue, so you can keep the magazine safe
in your briefcase while keeping the map handy.

A convention is not built on exhibits alone, however, and
our Insight to Sessions provides a convenient timetable to help
you plan your day.

I mentioned that our Engineer's Guide extends beyond this
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printed edition. You can find the other components online at
RadioMagOnline.com. For the weeks leading up to the conven-
tion, the Radio magazine NAB Insider e-mail newsletter delivers
up-to-the-minute information about convention events, exhibitor
news and product info. You can subscribe by using the link at
RadioMagOnline.com.

As we have done since 2001,
the Radio magazine FASTtrack
is also available for your
handheld device. We include
our exclusive FASTtrack and
alphabetical listing of the
exhibits. This year's version
has been created to display
through a Web browser, so
it can be viewed on nearly
any handheld device. The files
can be viewed live online or
downloaded and saved.

And while you're at the
convention, be sure to check
RadioMagOnline.com every
day to view the Radio maga-
zine Daily Photo Blog. All the
sights of the 2008 NAB Show
will be captured there.
See you at the show.

- Chriss Scherer, editor
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"WE HAVE TO BE EVERYWHERE AT ONCE.
SAS MAKES IT HAPPEN."
"At Westwood One, thousands of radio stations count on us for a vast range of audio content-from music, to talk, to sports, to the latest
news from CBS, NBC and CNN. We manage multiple studios in New York, LA, and DC. It's a big job. We have to be everywhere at

once. That's why we work with SAS.

"SAS gives us a system that easily handles our complex audio and control demands, a system that integrates seamlessly with our computer

content and satellite delivery systems. Their hardware is absolutely dependable, intuitive for our talent, and modular and scalable to
handle our needs-for portable systems for the political conventions on up to core routing for our New York distribution and uplink facility.

"They are ready to develop products based on our needs and those of our partners, at a price that's fair and equitable. With SAS,

no job has been too small or too big. Plus, their customer service has always been great and very reachable.

"We see that SAS faces the future with confidence, applying the right technology for the job of delivering content across multiple formats:

terrestrial radio, satellite, IP, and web streaming.

"SAS lets us be everywhere at once. And stay that way."

SAS Connected Digital Network,"

SAS

n.rrrrr...

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

1.818 840.6749  radio@sasaudio.com  www.sasaudio.com Engineering great radio.



Some of the
most fabulous

products debuting
at The NAB Show

This section provides access to products long before
you get to the show, so you can plan which booths to visit.

With booth numbers included, NAB Extra will help
you find exactly what you are looking for.

Audio gateway codec
Mayah Communications
Booth C10619D
Centauri 114001: :entauri II Audio Gateway codec
cover all typical audio codec applications. The CII
4000/4001 include the 3000/3001 features and
focus on the additional functionality to stream audio to
many destinations and simultaneous encoding for up

to four stereo audio
channels, each in an-
other audio format and
transport in multicast
multiple ui

+49 811 55 16 0
www.mayah.com
info@mayah.com

Remote control for
Harris Z transmitters
Burk Technology
Booth N6920
Plus Connect: i he Plus Connect provides a link between
the Harris Z series of transmitters and the Burk ARC Plus
remote monitoring and control system. The Plus Connect
brings more than 400 transmitter parameters on -board
the ARC Plus system without parallel wiring, allowing
broadcasters to manage the transmitter, ancillary equip-
ment and IT infrasttructure on a single platform.

800-255-8090; www.burk.com; sales@burk.com

Rack -mount audio monitors
Sonifex
Booth N4919

RM-254, RM-2510, RM-4C8: Each reference
offering loudspeaker

monitoring and high -resolution metering of up to four or
10 stereo audio sources. Sources may be in any mixture
of analogue and AES/EBU digital formats, with sample
rates up to 192kHz accepted and a 5 -band parametric
EQ can be used to tailor the unit for the room it is mounted
in. Sources are selected via a front panel rotary encoder,
with clear LED indication of the current selection. On the
rear panel, open -collector alarm outputs provide hardware
indication of sustained under -level, over -level and phase
errors. The three-way loudspeaker system is fed via a
DSP-based active crossover and a trio of highly efficient
Class -D amplifiers. Optional additions to each model are
HD video input expansion cards, allowing multiple AES
groups embedded within an HD -SDI or SD -SDI signal to
be de -embedded and monitored.

207-773-2424; www.sonife x .co.uk
info@independentaudio.com
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surround Ink
Soundfield Research
Booth N7037

MR

D5F-1: e DSF-1 Music Surround mic system incorpo-
rates SoLndfields technology that enables the high -reso-
lution capture of ambient or image critical music events
that must ultimately fit a variety of delivery formats. The
DSF-1 con deliver mono, stereo, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1 and B
format, the archival medium for future formats, all without
ever leaking the digital domr

+44 1924 201 089; www.soundfield.com
sales@soundfield.com

Pinchbay design tool
Wirecad
Booth N3635
Patch Verx: otch Verx creates accurately scaled and easily printable designation strips and layouts for jackfields

pdiLl iLj, Patch Verx uses predefined or custom -generated template files to which a user adds data and any
display formatting desired. Patch Verx includes a built-in CAD viewer to show the jackfield as it would export. Users
can also create custom definition files using the new Jackfield Wizard. By default Patch Verx prints jackfields scaled

1:1 so the designation strips can be she, : I and or: ''y to the jac1'
661-253-4370; www.wirecad.com; sales@wirecad.com

Dynamic mfc
Heil Sound

Booth N7039
PR 35: The PR 35 has been at.::,ignec.1 for Lorn-

al recording and live sound
reinforcement applications that require a smooth,
flat response over a wide frequency range. It
was designed around the PR 30 element and
incorporates a sorbothane shock mourt. The
PR 35 uses a special magnet structure and
a large aluminum 11/2" low mass voice
coil assembly. The PR 35 is ecuipped
with a three position roll off switch. The
cardioid pattern offers the g-eatest
rejection of unwanted audio at 180
degrees off axis, which is directly behind the "icrophone;
there is virtually no off -axis coloration

618-257-3000; www.heilsound.com
infoC4heilsound.com

Visit us at NAB booth# N5938

Sabre designs, manufactures and installs towers

to meet ycur broadcast specifications. We offer

everything from custom FM support sections

to turnkey AM installations. Committed to

customer service, we de iver quality products at

competitive prices with tie shortest lead times.

Call Saxe today for all your tower needs.

1-800-369-6690

troadcastsalesgsabrecom.com

March 2008 17
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Audioarts
Engineering

Booth N7612
W-12: The W-12 Console

small- to mid -market

radio stations and
offers high -end fea-
tures such as: three

stereo main buses
12 A/B dual souro

stereo line inputs (analog or

digital), two microphone pre -
amps, uncompressed 24 -bit operation (44.1 or 48kHz),
switched VU meters, built-in cue speaker with level control
and headphone jack with

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com
soles@wheatstone.com

FM antenna
Dielectric
Booth C 1918
DCBR: I his antenna consists of a crossed -dipole radiator fed in phase douaratur,_, and mounted within a circular
cavity. The cavity used in this circularly polarized FM antenna is a welded, stainless steel or galvanized grid. The
cavity grid is supported from a center mounting plate, which also serves as a mounting for the dipole assembly and

for attachment of the unit to the supporting structure. The
use of grid cavities and aerodynamic design significantly
reduces weight and windload requirements of the sup-
porting structure. Multistation operation can be achieved
only with the wide bandwidth characteristics the DCBR
antenna offers. The antenna is stainless steel with three
or four configurations available, power ratings up to 10
class C stations, single or dual EIA inputs up to 9", ABS
feed pcint randome, low downward radiation, near
omni-directional free space pattern performance, RH
circular polarization, low weight and wind load.

800-341-9678; www.dielectric.com
dcsales@dielectric.com

Corithstiscr mic rophottcss
Sennheiser Electronic
Booth N8207

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

r

1
6600 Series

Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratin
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

SONIC RESEARCH INC.
. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687
70-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000

E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com
Web Site: http://www.altronic.com

MKH 8000: The MKH 8000 series of microphones
combines the company's exclusive RF condenser technol-
ogy with a compact, modular form factor and a range of
application -specific accessories for broadcast, recording
and performance use. The MKH 8000 series is avail-
able in three models, offering omni-directional, cardioid
or super-cardioid pick-up patterns. All of them feature an
extremely wide frequency rF

860-434.9190; www.sennheiserusa.com
ilt@sennheiserusa.com

Field recording mic
Avlex

Booth N5232
Superlux E522, E523: The Superlux
E522/B features a closely matched pair
of capsules in an X/Y configuration, an
integrated switchable low-cut filter, external
on/off switch, the ability to operate on
either battery or phantom power and dual
unbalanced outputs. The Superlux E522/B
excels as a stereo field recording microphone.
Featuring two closely matched fixed -charge,
back plate, permanently polarized condenser
capsules with an X/Y stereo polar pattern,
the new E522/B captures live performances
with broad spatial effect

877-447-9216; www.avlex.com
sales@avlex.com
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MUSICAM LISA
The World Leader Ira II lEcialecsS Ma

IP DUAL AUDIO CODE(

 Based on Suprima: Includes
many of the same features

 4 -channel input mixer
with line/mic levels
and phantom power

 Lightweight & rugged design

45uptiftli4/v
UP TO 14 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 3U RACK

 Includes LAN, ISBN U & 5/11,
and X.211 interfaces standard

 Auto backup to ISBN from
IP or X.21

 Built-in Web Browser for
control and monitor from
remote locations

 Comes fully loaded with every
available algorithm included

WevivvZ4v/v
PORTABLE IP & 151M1 CODEC

SurIAOAX -1 U
UP TO 4 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 1U RACK

 ISDN/X.21 modules available for automatic back-up
 Each module is hot-swappable
 Redundant Power Supplies
 Fully loaded with every available algorithm included
 No additional components or options are required to
meet your needs

CCS
MUSICAM USA

679 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
email: salesmusicamusa.com
web: Is ww.musicamusa.com

See us at NAB 2008 Booth #N5825
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FM broadcast antenna
Propagation Systems
Booth C 2324
Power Tiller: is omni-directional, circularly polarized
FM broadcast antenna with rugged copper and corro-
sion -resistant brass construction is available in high power
(PSIFHR) for input power up to 60kW and medium power
(PSIFMR) for input power up to 15kW. The elements are
stacked in arrays of up to 12 bays for increased gain and
are end -fed from a support boom. For arrays requiring
beam tilt and/or null fill a center feed system is required.

The entire antenna system including
the feed is pressurized. Each antenna

is supplied with standard galvanized
mounting brackets for round leg
mounting on uniform cross section
towers. Custom mounting brackets
are also available. For those anten-
nas exposed to adverse weather
conditions, fiberglass radomes are
available.

814-472-5540

www.psibroadcast.com
sales@psibroadcast.com

Audio processor
Vorsis
Booth N7612

FM -5: One of the newest members of the Vorsis pro-
cessing family, the FM -5's features include a proprietary
five -band multiband dynamics controller along with a
precision 10 -band final limiter with distortion -masked
clipper. The FM -5 also ships with a high-pass filter
that may operate in stereo or M/S modes; automatic
audio source fail over on analog and digital audio
inputs; separate audio input gains for analog and
digital inputs; four -band parametric equalizer; five -
band linear phase crossover with adjustable crossover
points; FM output simultaneously available as AES3
and analog; and reference -grade multiplex encoder
with selectable composite clipper, multiplex filter and
twin composite outputs
252-638-7000; www.vorsis.com; sales@vorsis.com

Element accessory
Axia Audio
Booth N7620
Element Touchscreen Timer Panel: Board operators and hosts using Element consoles have access to a full-
featured time -keeping mounted controls. Now, the Element Touchscreen Timer Panel gives studio
guests, producers and show hosts access to these functions with a touch -sensitive interface. The Touchscreen features
configurable, digital and analog time -of -day clocks, an elapsed -time counter with freeze and pause functions, ex-
pansion ports than can host up to five more Element studio accessories, a built-in Web server and the option to be
desk or turret -mounted.

216-241-7225; www.axiaaudio.com; inquiry@axiaaudio.com

LED obstruction lights
Dialight
Booth N3222

L-810: The RTO Series of LED
obstruction lights utilize a pat-
ent -pending optical design and
can be operated in steady or
flashing mode. They are avail-
able as either single or dual
FAA -compliant fixtures for new
installations or as retrofit lamp
assemblies with adapters for
replacing existing incandescent
lights. The new lights comply
with FAA AC NO: 150/5345-
43F; Canadian Aviation Regu-
lation CAR 621.9 (Transport

Canada), ICAO (Annex 25, November 2004 Fourth
Edition); Low -intensity Type A (10 cd); and Low -intensity
Type B (32 cd). The shock- and vibration -resistant RTO
Series features advanced high -flux LED technology that
lasts years longer than incandescent lights and uses 95
percent less enemy.

800-835-2870; www.dialight.com; info@dialight.com

Low -power transmitter
Harris
Booth N2502

ZX5000: The ZX5000
transmitter is the latest
entry in Harris' range
of ZX transmitters, now
comprising five models
ranging from 500W to
5kW of power. The Harris
ZX5000 offers a compact
size for a 5kW transmitter
for both analog FMand HD
Radio broadcasting and
comes in a single -rack size
with an exciter and signal
processing gear. As with
other ZX transmitters, the
ZX5000 supports tri-mode

operation with on -the -fly switching between analog FM
operation, HD Radio digital -only operation, or FM/HD
Radio common amplification broadcasting.

800-622-0022; www.broadcastharris.com
broadcast@harris.com
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@AEQ On -Air Consoles

2 Telephone Hybrids Built-in
Power Amplifier Built-in
2 Stereo Buses PGM + Audition
CUE Stereo Speakers
2 Stereo VU meters
Built-in Talk -back
Flexible design for Tabletop or Countersink

BC 500
Cost effective console with built-in digital
telephone hybrid

BC 2500
With 4 Stereo buses

ARENA
Itimate igital udio console

COME AND SEE US AT

April 14 - 17
Las Vegas,

Booth N 5429

or more information visit our website www.a
US DOMESTIC SALE
Phone: +1 954-581-7999 Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 (US only) Fax: +1 954-581-7733

e -ma I: sales@aeqbroadcast.com website: www.aeqbroadcast.com

1. 1

International Sales
Phone: +.1,4 91 686 13 00 Fax: +34 91 686 44 92

e-mail: aeqsales@aeq.es website: www.aeq.eu
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High -resolution audio
recorder/mixer
Zaxcom
Booth N4533
Fusion: This system replaces the multiple
mixers and portable recorders normally
required to support mixing and recording

of audio via RF link or hardwired cable. Fusion can
mix 16 inputs to eight output buses for recording up to

eight tracks. Fu-

sion eliminates
the use of a hard
drive, which addi-
tionally removes
concerns of hard
drive damage
from extreme tem-

peratures or motion.
The system records to two Compact Flash cards simulta-
neously, ensuring 100 percent solid-state recording that
provides redundancy and flexibility. With the Fusion's
DSP-based audio tools, users can adjust over 300
mixer cross points and 200 controllable parameters.
Four balanced AES inputs with sample rate conversion
allow eight channels of audio to come from four dif-
ferent devices with varying sample rates or unlocked
sample rate clo-L,
973-835-5000; www.zaxcom.com; info@zaxcom.com

Audio splitters
Switchcraft
Booth C 7508
RMAS8 and RMAS8 PRO: nese are 24-outputdual
transtor met isolated audio splitters. Both units feature eight
Switchcraft XLR front -panel inputs with a line level pad and

two ground -lift toggle switches. On the back, four DB25
connectors wired to the Tascam DTRS standard pinout
can be used to accommodate all of the units I/Os. The
RMAS8 Pro features Jensen magnetically shielded dual
isolated audio transformeres and has a third set of I/O
connect!, : oenix terminal )cks.

773-792-2700; www.switchcraft.com
sales@switchcraft.com

Rack -mountable shelves
APW Enclosures
Booth SU 5613
E -Rack: wadable in a variety of
heights and depths, the Stantron E -Rack

simplifies mounting of ground bars and
lacing of cable. The E -Rack is 22" wide
for high -density cabling. Its doors open
180 degrees, cable chase access pan-
els remove without tools and provide
kinkless cable runs

714-634-7300; www.apw.com
sales.us@apw.com

 Voltage Regulators

 (ATS) Automatic
Transfer Switch

 Surge Suppression

 UPS

208.762.
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Accessorize 1
JK Audio's Beltpack Series

Is Just What Your Belt
Has Been Waiting For.

Making ultra -compact professional audio tools has
always been JK Audio's specialty. Our Beltpack

Series takes compact/pro to new levels. Incorporating
Bluetooth Wireless Technology, our BluePack and
RemoteAmp Blue provide wireless connectivity, via

your cell phone, to just about any place you need to be.

BluePack allows field reporters and remote talent to
conduct live man -on -the -street interviews through
a cell phone equipped with Bluetooth. Mix the mic

input (balanced XLR) and the 3.5 mm aux send for
a 3.4 kHz station feed back though your phone

(via Bluetooth) and/or grab a full -bandwidth mix from
the stereo output to the recorder of your choice.

Its professional microphone preamp and powerful
headphone amp deliver the highest quality audio.

RemoteAmp Blue allows IFB monitoring through a cell
phone equipped with Bluetooth Wireless Technolcgy.

This is a listen -only device designed for voice IFB
or full -bandwidth stereo music listening. The line

input jacks and separate volume controls allow wired
operation in parallel with the Bluetooth connection.

RemoteAmp Two provides a wired, listen -only
connection for mono IFB or full bandwidth stereo
music listening. Separate volume controls for the
XLR and 3.5 mm line input jacks allow a simple

mix of mono and stereo sources.

Each has a powerful watt stereo headphone
amplifier that will cut through any crowd nose.

BluePack and RemoteAmp Blue also pair to
Bluetooth-equipped sound cards and music

players in full -bandwidth stereo A2DP mode.

This season, make sure you're properly
accessorized with JK Audio's Beltpack Series.

JK Audio
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO

Mic
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clip Aux
Send

BluePackim
JK Audio
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www.jkaudio.com

MEW
JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA Toll Free: 800-552-8346  Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502  info@jkaudio.com



Phonetic -based
search system

Enco Systems
Booth N6512
Phonetical: rtionetica2 is a phonetic -based search
system for au,tal audio and is available as an integrated
module in Enco's Digital Audio Delivery system. The

module allows users to search
through a library of audio files
containing spoken material and
find specific words or phrases
simply by typing them.
800-362-6797; www.enco.com

sales@enco.com
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Low-cost amplifier modules
Power Module Technology

Booth N9109
RF Amplifier Series: These modules range from 88-
92MI-lz and btt- I ut3MHz, and are available in power
levels ranging from 50 to 500W. All modules are housed on
compact circuit boards
measuring no larger than
5.67" x 7.625". The
lower -power modules are
even smaller.

775-883-1122
WWW41111td.COMI

sales@postd.um

broadcast codec
Telos Systems
Booth N7620
Zephyr !port MPEG Gateway: Using the Livewire

ial for netwu audio over Ethernet, this codec
connects directly to an Axia IP-audio network. A single
CAT -6 cable carries eight channels of stereo I/O and

remote control. The Iport connects eight channels of stereo audio
between two Livewire-equipped sites over an IP link. The Iport can a so be used for any application where MPEG
encoding and/or decoding are needed for transmission over IP channels. Applications include studio -to -transmitter
links, satellite uplinks, Internet streaming, broadcasting to mobile phones and audio distribution systems.

216-241-7225; www.telos-systous.mg telos-infothelos-system.am

hones
;iii, ut.

Tom Joyner pictured using his one of a kind red PR
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

/

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST DEl;AY
-1111"

PANIC WAIT FOR WAIT REBUILD

SAFE AND EMIT

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license -
protecting delay.

Our new -ID compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES'EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and

NAB 2008 Booth #N6914

RAMP TO
ZERO

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast-eitry-and-exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast wit the delay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc. 020)5 Eventide Inc
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Compression add-on

Barix Technology
111111/4", Booth N8036

AAC Plus for Extreamer-110:
arix Exstreamer IP audio decoders

now feature AAC Plus v2, which builds
on the success of MPEG-4 MC Plus to

improve compression rates over the initial
;V. release as well as MP3. Radio broadcasters

distributing content over the Internet to Exstreamer-1 10
decoders can use ACC Plus v2 compression to significantly

bandwidth or improve audio quality.
866-815-0866; www.barix.com; info@barix.com

8 -channel sub snake
Hosa Technology
Booth SL 2108
SH-8X0: ,. .:,_ompact, eight -channel junction box for inputs and terminated with eight robust Hosa XLR corliJ,2L:,is in 25- and
50 -foot I. j.ris, this sub snake reduces cable clutter. This unit offers eight XLR sends. Featuring metal construction, the junction box provides
side -mounted XLR input connections that are designed to reduce stress on the XLR connectors. With Hosa's Pro Connectors on the box
and fanout, this sub snake's XLR terminations can be changed using Hosa's XLR adaptors to convert each channel.

714-736-9270; www.hosatech.com; lee@hosatech.com

Parallel protector
LEA International/
Transtector
Booth N4519
LS Plus: This compact,

parallel
protector utilizes a symmetri-
cal array of balanced MOVs
for maximum surge handling

performance. The LS Plus is
equipped with a user-friendly

digital readout touchpad for surge counter, audible alarm
and dry contacts.

800-654-8087

www.leaintl.com; Iea@leainternational.com

la@
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Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a stereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable

TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES 800.806.8851 www.nrusLABs.com

More groundbreaking
products. More engineers
and innovative designs.
More customer support.
More digital solutions.
Pushing more limits.
Come see what more
looks like at NAB2oo8,
booth #N7116.

nautei
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Air and production workstation
Broadcast Software International
Booth N91 / /
Series 110: I he BSI Series 110 System offers consid-
erable cost savings against buying the component parts
separately It's also fully configured, including network
configuration, to run right out -of -the -box. Comprising of
one air and one production workstation, additional work-
stations can be easily added to expand your network.
The Series 110 is an ideal system for small and medium
markets, or for satellite operation (using the supplied 24 -
way BSI Trigger Kit).

8/111-BSI-USA1; www.bsiusa.com; info@bsiusa.com

Stereo headphone amplifier
JK Audio

Booth N7929
Remote Amp Two: iternore
Amp Two provides a listen -only
connection for mono IFB or full
bandwidth stereo music listen-
ing. Separate volume controls
for the XLR and 3.5mm line input jacks allow a simple
mix of mono and stereo sources. The 0.5W, 1/4 stereo
headphone jack w'll cut through any crowd noise. Con-
nect an IFB earpiece to the 3.5mm earpiece jack for
mono

552 8346; www.jkaudio.com; infor&jkaudio.com

Single-phase UPS
Staco Energy Products
Booth N4218
Unistar F: his Single-phase online uninterruptible power supply features

protection .er a wide input voltage range. This true double -conversion
UPS is available in 6, 8 and 10kVac models, to protect from outages and
irregularities in incoming line voltages from 160 to 280Vac at 45-65Hz.
Up to four Unistar P modules can be installed in parallel for redundancy
or additioral capacity. A constant, clean, steady sine wave protects
downstream equipment even without going to battery mode. Each Unistar
P features high -overload handling, without transfer to the bypass, and
protocti,-), arigir,st short circuit and ,-)ver-tPrnn,-v-Iture condition'

937-233-1191; www.stacoenergy.com; sales@stacoenergy.com

Stereo Power
Line In

yx

Coverage, Reliability, and
HD RadioTM Experience

When Vermont Public Radio installed HD RadioTM
at some of the worst weather sites in North America,

they chose

Mt. Mansfield
Vermont

October 2006

Shively Labs°
...again!

WVPR/Mt Ascutney; WNCH/Burke Mtn;
WVPS/Mt Mansfield - Bringing the first

HD RadioTM signals to the Green Mountain State!
P. O. Box 389, 188 larnson Rd., Bridgton, Maine USA 04009
(207) 647-3327 (888) SHIVELY FAX (207) 647-8273
sales@shively.com Amnv.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -
ISO -9001:2000 Certified

SHOW
April 14 - 17
Las Vegas

See us at Booth N6424
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Digital KVM
Avocent
Booth SL13016
Emerge DM2000: qe Emerge DM2000 Desktop

ut, Ltt,,ii,t-based digital KVM switch. The
switch delivers unlimited distance over Ethernet for greater

flexibility. The manager, together
with the Emerge ECMS2000

extender, provides digital
workstation switching, al-
lowing virtualized access
to broadcast systems. The

switch provides digital KVM, audio, USB switching and
extension with advanced support for extension of USB
mass storage de. s and wide screen resolutions.

800-275-3500; www.avocent.com
connectivity.sales@avocent.com

Surround control
RTW Radlo-Tochnische Werkstatten
Booth N3223
31900/31960: RTW has completely overhauled its Surround Control family, an eight -channel system that controls,
monitors and analyzes surround sound utilizing RTVV's Surround Sound Analyzer. The analyzer is the house -shaped
display featuring an easy -to -read, visual manifestation of overall sound, including loudness and sound pressure level,
phase correlation and level differences among channels. The Surround Control 31900 is designed for studios and
fits in a 1 RU case, while the Surround Control 31960 is sized as a half 19" 3RU module.

+49 221 709130; www.rtw.de

I nteractive broadcast software
RCS
Booth N5917
Radio Show: Iis software is designed to keep a sta-

r, iistener regardless of the digital platform
being Jsed. Radio Show displays information such as
song titles and artist names of the music playing on the
air. The information is shown in real-time, synchronized to
the terrestrial station's audio. Visuals, such as CD covers,
artist graphics, station photos and sponsor logos, (-Tin
be synchronized to
an audio strea-

914-428-4600
wwwscsworks.com
info@rcsworks.com

USB FM -Scanning Receiver
Modulation and RDS Analyzer
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Contact us at:
www devabroadcast.com

sales@devabroadcast.com

LfiCEDC67 ge-CIUMGY Af0
The Band Scanner is a tool to evaluate FM broadcast band congestion and
to log station identification parameters. The system is powered by the USB
port of any Windows PC Supplied free of charge Windows software sweeps
the receiver across the FM band, logging every carrier and generating a
spectrum display of carrier level vs. frequency. It then analyzes each carrier
and creates a station list. Stations with an RDS presence are further refined
to show all the radio data groups being transmitted. Its interface is like a
portable radio: It may be tuned manually through the receiver screen or by
double-clicking a point on the spectrum plot or an entry on the station list.
Spectrum plots may be saved as jpg or bmp files. The RDS data error level is
graphed in a separate window on the receiver screen. The program can be
monitored with headphcnes plugged into a standard 1/8" jack.
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Handheld
condenser mic
Samson Technologies
Booth N5823

.pie CL5 features a 12.7mm
ttered capsule with a 3 -micron

tensioned diagram working in concert
with advanced head amp electronics to
faithfully reproduce any sound source. The
CLS is a studio condenser in a handheld
package. It handles a high SPL of up to
141dB. The CL5 is a pressure gradient,

true condenser with cardioid pick-up
pattern and extended linear frequency
response that operates on 48V phantom
power and comes with a dual stage wind-

screen and comes in a durable carry case. The CL5 is
available in both a nickel and black finish.

E31-784-2200; www.samsontech.com
info@samsontech.com

Contwutors
Neutrik

Booth N9029
BXX-CR, HTXP:
The BXX-CR acces-
sory kit consists of a

black XX boot without the
standard XXR coding ring

and a clear ring XXCR instead. This saves assemblers time

and money, as they do not have to replace the standard
ring before assembling the clear ring. Neutrik's HTXP
hand tool for its XX and PX series is the newest addition
to the wide range of assembly tools now offered by the
company. The HTXP can either tighten the XX boot or the
bushing for the new PX plug se.

732-901-9488; www.neut-ik.com
info@neutrikusa.coir

2G pocket recorder
Yamaha

Booth SL 5710
Pocketrak: The Pocketrak 2G is a light and compact pocket recorder featuring 2GB of built-in memory, long battery life
and easy USB file transfer. It includes a copy of Steinberg Cubase Al DAW software. It features two tracks of CD -quality
recording in PCM, MP3 and WMA formats. The Pocketrak 2G includes a rechargeable battery capable 19 hours of
MP3 recording. Plugging its sliding USB connector into a powered USB bus simultaneously recharges the battery and

transfers files to a PC or Mac. The Pocketrol nn nn honrd sn,-,nkof in ndditinn in n kmdphone jack.

714-522-9000; www.yamaha.com/proaudio; infostation@yamaha.com

GET YOUR STL SOLUTIONS FROM
THE DEALER THAT KNOWS RADIO

* The Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 Ti/E1 STL
is a fully integrated program audio, voice, and
data transport system that combines Moseley's
reputation for high quality aural Studio -Transmitter
Links with digital T1/E1 technology.
 Diaital Audio Transport
 NC Radio"' Ready
 An3log and Digital I/O

 Intelligent MbItiplexer
 High Payload Capacity
 Built by Mose'ey

Moseley Starlink is available from the most
reputable supplier in radio broadcast- SCMS RF Site

INC.

Co.itact SCMS at any of its offices 1-800-438-6040 www.SCMSinc.com
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Tascam
Booths SL 9623 and SL10328

4 DR -1: The DR -1 portable digital recorder is a compact unit that capture
hours of music using built-in mics to its 1GB SD card. A pair of high -

quality stereo condenser microphones is mounted on a variable angle
mechanism, which allows the recorder to record from almost anywhere.

It features 48 or 44.1 kHz/24-bit recording resolution. The DR -1 includes auto gain
control and analog limiting for easy setup and a low -frequency cutoff to eliminate
handling or wind noise.

323-726-0303; www.tascam.com; tascamlittascarn.com

from the company that brought you apt -X coding technology...

the professional broadcaster's choice for

IP &T1 STLs
WorldNet Oslo

IP

.

a

;,-

Ce C

Widely deployed in broadcast networks throughout the US and worldwide, the WorldNet Oslo
offers everything you could want from a professional STL including a flexible, upgradeable
platform, high quality audio and 24/7/365 reliability.

Flexible, Upgradeable Platform
With a modular apt n and a large selection of audio, data and transport options, the
WorldNet Oslo can tailored to the exact requirements of your current network and easily
upgraded on -site as these requirements change. Inherent flexibility enables LAN extension, ring
networks with drop and insert over T1 and unicast. multicast and multiple unicast configurations
over IP.

UncompromItted Audio Quality
The WorldNet Oslo offers both linear PCM and Enhanced apt -X coding options. Enhanced apt -X
will deliver the same audio quality as linear with under 2ms delay and at a fraction of the data
rate. Other options include MPEG L2, J.57 and J.41 companding. With four channels of audio
per plug-in module, up to seven audio modules per unit, and a choice of over 20 different audio
modules, each WorldNet Oslo has the capacity of up to 28 mono channels / 14 stereo pairs.

Rock Solid Reliability
On the WorldNet Oslo, solid dependability comes courtesy of DSP-based architecture, hot-
swappable modules. passive backplane, redundant PSUs. automatic back-up switching and a
user -configurable suite of audio, link, sync and PSU alarms.

Throw your terminal screwdriver in the trash can!
No Dip Switch settings here - configuration and control of the WorldNet Oslo is straight -forward
and ample thanks to APT's powerful and intuitive Codec Management System (CMS). Offering
extensive real-time management of multiple codec units. the CMS enables alarm monitoring.
logging and performance monitoring as well as configurable user and audio profiles.  
4, 41,   AD 10 4, I I

I 4:1 www.aptx.com

For more information, call APT on 800 955 APTX or 781 810 2260

Internet streaming
Stream Guys
Booth C 1848
Aggregated Streaming Services:
Stream Guys offers a vo: ./ of strew
media solutions and tools enabling quality
delivery and monetization of digital media,
across all sectors of Internet broadcasting. The
Stream Guys Aggregated Service Platform
includes various hardware and software to
support a mix and match of audio and video
streaming formats, with advanced services
for server clustering, load balancing and
performance monitoring.

707-667-9479; www.streamguys.com
info@streamguys.com

Find the mic
winner

January issue
Congratulations to

Steve Doyle

O

of KRSC, Claremore, OK.
His name was drawn from
the correct entries for the
January issue. He won a

Heil PR -20 mic from
Transaudio Group.

The mic icon was cut out of
the operator's mic boom.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary. For complete
rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.
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Program loudness meter
DK Technologies
Booth N1533
MSD1 00C Loudness: This loudness meter is a stand-alone unit that incorporates
I i iri DS.1770 and BS. 1771, which specify the algorithms
that should be used to measure audio program loudness. It is able to display
the loudness of the individual audio channels, as well as The sum of the left and
right signals, and can be used as a health check during production or prior tc transmission. The actual unit provides
accurate loudness matching of audio from a number of different sources and offers a selection of working modes,

including fast mode for real-time viewing of loudness, irregrated mode for measuring the loudness of a recorded
section or the oomph.. '..cording and gated for viewing loudness of audio 1. -rial with long pauses.

+45 4485 0255; www.dk-technologies.com; info@dk-technologies.com
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New Ns- orkt low tools
Klotz Digital
Booth N5925
Vadis upgrades: A variety of new Vadis workflow tools will be unveiled
ui !he L.olivel,i,uri. Vadis Shared Control Management module manages
the use of sharing resources through a LAN infrastructure, such as central
play out systems, freely assignable announcer booths, remotely controlled
mic preamps, pools of telephone hybrids and codecs, central devices and
devices in other studios or areas. It provides access to all device specific
parameters, functions and attributes to allow a quick operation. Vadis Remote

Source Assignment module allows the studio console selection of remote router sources in the same manner as local
sources. It provides the communication between a mixing console and a central router. Router sources are assigned

to the console on a need to use basis
678-966-9900; www.klotzdigital.com; sales@zklotzdigital.com

OMNIFtAK
What people are saying about Omnirax...

"Within a short amount of time Omnirax was able to
come up with a beautiful concept for our new studios."

"The Omnirax design makes these studios incredible
for talent and operators on both sides of the console."

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget
and timeline, it was very well constructed and looked
beautiful. I expect to be outfitting many more
facilities with Omnirax..."

"I was impressed with the exceptional care given packagir g
for shipment. A few very large and potentially
fragile components made it cross-country
completely unscathed"

"I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax
to everyone."

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

BROADCAST FURNITURE

11,1:on N( , \1m .t, NI)

I lorizon Br,,aih , Nt V ND

F1'WII, Ellensberg,

The Engineer's Choice!
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FAS

A Radio
magazine
exclusive

Booth numbers
made easy

rr he Radio magazine FASTtrack helps you plan your
I fastest route through the exhibits. Companies are

arranged into product categories, and then sorted by
booth number.

Understanding the booth numbering plan seems to be a
challenge sometimes, but it's actually pretty simple when
you know that all the hall; are arranged into columns and
rows. The first two or three digits ore the columns, the last
two digits are the rows. Once you figure out the starting
corner, finding a booth should be easy. The other challenge
is actually knowing where you are at any given time.

And be sure to take the FASTtrack with you. Download
the FASTtrack for Handheld at RadioMagOnline.com.

FASTtrack Index
Category Page
Associations, Sou. and Agenc 33

Audio Accessories. 33

Audio Mixers -On Air 33

Audio Mixers -Portable 33

Audio Mixers -Studio, Recording 33

Audio Processing 34

Audio Recording, Storage and Playback 34

Audio Routing and Distribution 34

Automation Systems and Content Management 34

Computers, Sound Cards, Computer Storage, Peripherals 34

Dealers and Distributors 34

Digital Audio Workstations 42

EAS 42

Facility Remote Control and Event Controllers 42

Headphones, Speakers and Amplifiers 42

Intercom, IFB Products 42

Links: Microwave, Telco, Fiber, STURPU, Telephony 42

Microphones, Mic Accessories 42

Music and Sound Effect Libraries 42

Power Products, Batteries, Generators, UPS 42

Racks and Furniture 42

Recording Media, Labeling, Accessories 44

Remotes and Vehides 44

Satellite Equipment and Services 44

SCA and RBDS 44

Software: Business, Traffic, Scheduling, Inventory 44

Software: Engineering, Mapping 44

Streaming, Audio Encoding 44

Support Systems: Clocks, Cases, Tools, Components, Accessories 44

System Integrators. Installers, Consultants and Services 44

Test and Measurement Equipment 44

Transmission: Feedline, Towers, Tubes, Components, Services 46

Transmitters, Antennas, Digital Radio Equipment 46

Tuners and Monitors 46

Wire, Cable and Connectors 46
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Associations,
Societies and

Agencies
Amen

Radio Advertising Bureau L 2

Society of Broadcast Engineers L27
SMPTE L30

FCC N9114

Overly Door N9319

Gefen SL 2312
Acoustical Solutions SL 2417
Whisper Room SL 10220

Edirol SL 10520

Sony SU 906
Multio'yne SU 3411

Ward -R6-1, c! 7420

Audio Mixers -
On Air

Harris N2502
Audio Accessories

Panasonic C 3512
Switchcratt C 7508 Audio-Technicii N4529

Whirlwind C 7733 AEO N5429
Wireworks C 7924 ki5925

Perdue Acoustics C10143 Arrakis N6129
Wenger C10642 Radio Systems N5516

Techflex C11017 Sierra Automated Sys ..N6520
Rip -Tie C11126
Wohler N1314 Wheatstone N7612

DK Technologies N1533 Audioarts Engineering ....N7612
lndustnal Acoustics N2236 Axia Audio N7620

Pnme LED N2237 Broadcast iuois Nd I LL,

TC Electronic N2536 Lawo N8720

RTW Radio N3223 Ward -Beck Systems SU 7420

Audio-Technica
Sonifex

N4529
N4919 Audio Mixers -

Portable
All Group N5129 Shure .. N2830

Eckel Noise Control Tech..... N5130 Zaxcom N45,
Euphonix N5217 AETA Audio Systems N4i :

Lectrosonics N5223 Denon Electronics N46

N5229 AT Group N5129
Audio Science 119230 All Group N5229

.N5232 Avlex N5232
'1,4317 Samson Technologies N5823

lnovonics N5829 Anchor Audio/Portaco N5923
 7 Klotz Digital N5925

Arrakis N6129 RDL (Radio Design Labs) N6429
RDL (Radio Design Labs) N6429 Sound Devices N7235
Enco Systems N6512 N7636
Radio Systems N6516 .JK Audio N7929

tDymetrix N8120
T N8120

Eventide N6914 N8723
Henry Engineering 199023

s_ 571n
Wheatstone N7612 Si

31_1i

JK Audio N7929 1:11652_,

Audemat N79.19

25 -Seven N7936
Audio Mixers -

Ctrcultworkes N8120
Studio, Recording

-.1ex Communications C J. -

Symetnx N8120 Whirlwind C 7733

Broadcast Tools N8120 Horns 142502

Lucid Technology N8120
HHB N8207 Shure

slid tato l "upC N4,
OMT Technologies. N8420 d Design . . N4217

Henry Engineering..... N9023 Audio-Technica N4529
,nix N5217

Broadcast Software Intl ..N9111 AEO N5429

"iMediaTouch
Radio is moving forward,

so are we.

Introducing

iMediaTouch v3.

We proudly introduce iMediaTouch v3 -

our 5th generation release includes
an exciting set of new features based on

collaboration with our customers and
technology partners.

Find out more by visiting our brand new website
at www.imediatouch.com and discover why

over 2000 radio stations use iMediaTouch for
their automation needs.

TOLL FREE 888-665-0501
Web. www.imediatouch.com
Email. sales@imediatouch.com

Mt\\13
Coe, b Lk

See it at NAB!
Booth#N8420

amt. Radio Automation Digital Logging

Internet Radio Revenue Solutions

Issue advertisers are shown in red
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Arrakis
' I. '125

N6129
24

Wheatstone N7612
Audioarts Engineering N7612
Yellowtec N8120
Sennheiser Electronic N8207
Calrec Audio N8723
Digico Soundtracs N9133
Yamaha SL 5710
Tascam SL 9623, SL10328
Sony SU 906
Ward -Beck Systems SU 7420
Devlin Electronics SU 8909

Audio
Processing

Lir i 0 2151
Leader Instruments C 4932
W - N1314
Harris N2502
TC, ' . .36

Junger Audio Studioteciinik . N2636
Shure N2830
Otari N3938
Dan Dugan Sound Design N4217
Independent Audio/Sonifex N4920

Group N5129
All Group N5229
Aphex Systems N5617

. 1-23

Inovonics N5829
1,, ,17

Translantech Sound N6124
Enco Systems N6512

Eventide N6914
Vorsis N7612
Wheatstone N7612
Omnia Audio N7620
Audemat N7932
Barix Technology N8036

N8120
N8120

HHB N8207
Dorrough Electronics N8211
Orban N8536
Energy-Onix N8708
APT N8811

SL 2400MR
Mi. r SL 2600MR
Bias SL 4630
Microsoft SL 5520
Yamaha SL 5710
D.A.V.I.D. SL 6129
Fraunhofer Institut SL 7424
Creative Network Design SL 9605
Tascam SL 9623, SL10328
Roland SL10520
Microsoft SL14500MR
Orban SL15305
Ward -Beck Systems SU 7420
A.R.G. Electrodesign SU 9008

Audio Recording,
Storage and Playback

Mayan Communications .010619D
Harris N2502
J1 N3118
Nagra N3214
Olaf 938

Zaxcom N4533
Winmedia Software N4C..

Devon Electronr: s N-1"

 -33
Sonifex N4919
It' : . 120

E.. .Hlx 17

AEQ N5429
S r 23

RGo .....

Enco Systems N6512
Eventide N6914
Kowa N6938

N7Cr7

Telos Systems N7620
Axia Audio N7620
JK Audio N7929
Audemat N7932
HHB N8207
OMT Technologies N8420

N8536

APT N8811
P Sys': 331

Henry Engineering N9023
[ i.n

Broadcast Software Intl.N9111
Nr)124L.36

Nagra R203
SL 5710

Pnn iera led inology SL 6823
Microboards Technology SL 7706
ILY Enterprise SL 7825
Sonic Solutions
Rimage

Tascam

Roland

SL 8020
SL 8728

SL 9623, SL10328
SL10520

Edirol SL10520
Sony Creative Software SL12413
Bright Systems SL14405
Orban SL15305
Sony SU 906

Audio Routing and
Distribution

Jam pro Antennas C 2607
C 3551

NPH Satellite Services C 4237
Switchcraft C 7508
Clark Wire and Cable C 7519
Whirlwind C 7733
Rocket Network C11222
Wohler N1314

Harris N2502
Shure N2830
Codan Broadcast N2914
Otari N3938
Sonifex 144919

Independent Audio N4920
ATI Group N5129
Synthax N5134

Euphony N5217
All Group N5229
AEO N5429

NN55615792
Arrakis N6129
RDL (Radio Design Labs) N6429
Radio Systems N6516
Sierra Automated Sys N6520
Google N6607

Pinta Acoustic/Sorex
F'

N6814
. N7007

Wheatstone N7612
Audioarts Engineering N7612
Asia Audio N7620
JK Audio N7929
Barix Technology N8036

Broadcast lours N6125
Symetrix N8120
DB Elettronica N8233
Aviom N8236
Fiberplex N8433
OrbaLawon N8536

N8720
Calrec Audo N8723
APT N8811
Tieline Technology N8817
Henry Engineering N9023

Neutrik N9029
Transradio Sender Systeme . N9123
Hosa Technology SL 2108
Yamaha SL 5710
Orban SL15305
Multidyne SU 3411
AVP Manufacturing SU 3805
Mohawk SU 5026
Ward -Beck Systems SU 7420
Wegener Communications SU 7911
Dalet Digital Media SU 8520
DG Fastchannel SU10213
Statmon Technologies SU13805

Automation Systems
and Content
Management

--;43

Harris N2502
N3215

Wireready N3835
Winmedia Software N4623
\77-
AEQ N5429

. r,i.

Burli Software N5838
N5917

Arrakis N6129
Enco Systems N6512
Google N6607

KLZ Innovations N773t,.

Rivendell N
OMT Technologies N84.2u
Pristine Systems NOLL)

Broadcast Software Intl.N9111
SL 6129

IBM SU 3614
Dalet Digital Media SU 8520
Hardata SU15217

Computers, Sound
Cards, Computer

Storage, Peripherals
12

J, - .4218
Telex Communications C 5928
Switchcraft C 7508
Riedel Communications C 7511

Audio Video Tech. C 9619B
Tektronix N2520
IC Electronic N2536
P.I. Engineering N3124
Bridge Digital N3937
Innovative Office Products N4319
Denon Electronics N4833

t

Audio Science N5230
Musicam USA N5825
Enco Systems N6512

Wheatstone N7612
Audemat N7932
Yellowtec 148120
L.. N8120
Broadcast Tools N8120
OMT Technologies N13420

APT 148811
Digigram N9025
Izotope N9107
Gefen SL 2312
Motu SL 3827
Rorke Data SL 4010
Aberdeen SL 4105
ATTO SL 4320
Enhance Technology SL 4723
Yamaha SL 5710
D.AV.I.D. SL 6129
Primera Technology SL 6823
Drivesavers SL 8009
Studio Network Solutions SL 8208
Creative Network Design SL 9605
Commandsoft SL 9622
Tascam SL 9623
Editshare SL 9820
Tascam SL10328
Edirol SL10520
Facilis SL12111
Avocent SL13016
Caldigit SL13505
Quantum SL13805
Sonnet Technologies SL13808
Quantum SL14200MR
IBM SU 3614
Digi-Data SU 6805
Isilon Systems SU 8525
Argosy Components SU 9205
3ware SU11324
idealstor ci 113516

Dealers and
Distributors
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Radio Hall Map
Booth information provided by the NAB, current as of Feb. 22

25 -Seven N7936 Akamai Technologies SL 4926 Argosy Components SU 920.7 Axia Audio N7620

3ware SU11324 Akiwa Technology SL12410 Armstrong Transmitter N8814 Azden N4924

4i2i Communications N3638 Altermedia SL 6527 Arrakis N6129 B&H Photo SU 2905

5 Alarm Music SL 9205 Altronic Research N5523 Associated Press C 161, R132 Baird Satellite C 4337

615 Music Library R221. SL 9211 ARRL L 1 ATI Group N5129, N5229 Barix Technology N8036

Aaton C 8512 American Recorder Technologies N8120 ATS Communications C 9512 Belar N7629

Abacast C 1344 American Tower N7238 ATTO SL 4320 Belden C 8828

Abaltat SL 9610 Amphenol C 7823 Audemat N7932 Bext N5620

Aberdeen SL 4105 Anchor Audio/Portaco \J5923 Audio C 3551 Beyerdynamic N7917

ABX Engineering SU13515 Andrew C 7537 Audio Preu,si,)n N6125 Bias SL 4630

Acard Technology SL12205 Ansmann Energy N9007 Audio Science N5230 Bid4spots.com N8038

Acoustical Solutions SL 2417 ANT Group C 3335 Audio-Technica N4529 Bird Electronic N6138

Active Power C 3036 Anvil Cases C 5611 Audioarts Engineering N7612 Bridge Digital N3937

Adam Professional Audio N8120 Anystream SL 2608 Aviom N8236 Bright Systems SL14405

Adobe Systems SL 3220 APC/MGE UPS Systems N1838 Avlex N5232 Broadcast Bionics N9024

AEO N5429 Aphex Systems N5617 Avocent SL13016 Broadcast Devices N8120

AETA Audio Systems N4624 APM Music SL 9905 AVP Manufacturing & Supply .SU 3805 Broadcast Electronics N7007

Agilent Technologies N2537 APT N8811 AVT Audio Video Technologies C 96196 Broadcast Software Intl N9111
Airtools N8120 APW Enclosures SU 5613 Axel Technology N6629 Broadcast Tools N8120
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AM Reference Receiver & Mod -Monitor

A wideband frequency -agile receiver for accurate off -al AM
modulation measurements, even with 'hybrid digital' (IBOC)

transmissions. Menu -driven operation features total -mod, RSSI
and noise readouts, and a user -selectable variable audio cutoff

simulates the response of consumer radios. Supplied
with weatherproof loop antenna.

Model 261 Rev. 2

Digital Stereo Utility Audio Processor
DSP-based AGC, compression, peak control and independent

pre -emphasis protection limiting. Unobtrusive operation, ideal
for link/uplink protection, general leveling, LPFM. Easy menu -
driven setup with restricted artistic control so it can't be made

to sound bad. Features front -panel and remote alarms
for out -of -tolerance program inouts.

 (.06",
111111

Model 720
Dynamic RDS/RBDS Encoder
The new 720 surpasses all previous designs in ease of
installation and operation. Serial and USB interface has built-in
diagnostics for quick automatic connection to station automa-
tion. Supplied with self -guiding software, a front -panel LCD
shows all setup and operating parameters without the need
of a computer on site! Incoming data from automation can be
seen on -the -fly and scrolling messages are displayed exactly
as they appear to listeners. The automation command set is
compatible with earlier models and a new 'no -headers'
mode supports unformatted streaming text feeds.

Visit Booth N5829
O

1 1305 Fair Ave.  Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-8552  FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com  e-mail: info@inovon.com

ncovcon ice
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HENRY

EC
ENGINEERING

761

Telos

7917 7611

Wheatstone
7612

1238

7235

I
6929

'124

7112

Entrance

Booth N8814

ATRANSMITTER CORPORATION
ARMSTRONG

Booth N5829

O

Ailnovonics

5433

5620 5220

5917

56'1 5217

Enco

Google

6607

ATTENDEE REGISTRA

Entrance

Booth
N7607

Contiluatai e&e.tZonic.3

Broadcasters General Stors...N8120 Clark Wire and Cable C 7519 Crown Broadcast N6912 DG Fastchailrle Sr_110"2 1.3
Brother SU13616 Clear Channel Satellite Svcs 0E316 CIE International N8125 DH Satellite C 6337
BTX C 3548 Coast to Coast Tower Services.. C 1624 C 3746 Delight N3222Cummins Onan
Burk Technology N6920 Coaxial Dynamics N4828 SL 6129 Dielectric C 1918
Burle Industries C 3013 Codan Broadcast N2914 Dalet Digital Media. SU 8520 Digi-Data SU 6805
Bud! Software N5838 Coding Technologies N3218 Dan Dugan Sound Design N4217 Digico Souidtracs N9133
C Crane Company N9124 Commandsoft SL 9622 Dasto N8809 Digigram N9025
Caldigit SL13505 Comm N2125 DaviconVComlab N6935 Diversified Marketing C 1127
Calrad Electronics C 3044 Contimintal Electronics N7607 Dawnco C 7237 DK Technologies N1533
Calumet Coach Company C11503 Coolux International SL14216 DB Elettronica N8233 Dorrough Electronics N8211
Canare SU 4805 Countryman Associates N5525 Delta RE Technology C1111 Downright Music SL10310
CBT Systems N8120 CPI Eimac C 2611, N7220 Denon Electronics . N4833 DPA Microphones N 730
Circultwerkets N8120 Creative Network Design SL 9605 Devlin Electronics SU 8909 Drivesavers SL 8009
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Sound Engineenng
Sonic Excellence
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audiotechnica.
always listening.
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2020

Sencore
1122

'308

Booth N6520

SAS

'72

Booth N5825

MUSICAM USA

E -N -G Mob., by ,turns C 8028 EMIR Corporation N4819 Forecast Conb,,es 4..) Harris N2502
E -Z UP International N9318 Enco Systems 143612 Fraunhofer Institut SL 7424 Heil Sound N7039
E2V Technologies C 1718 Energy-Onix N8708 Gefen SL 2312 Henry Engineering N9023
Eckel Noise Control Tech N5130 Enhance Technology SL 4723 Gepco International C 6918 HHB N8207
Econco N7220 ERI-Electronics Research N6929 Global Discware SL 8422 C 8837
Eddystone Broadcast N6632 ESE N3121 Global Security Systems N9307 HM Electronics C 3022, SU10626
Edirol SL10520 Eventide 148914 Google .N0807 Hollywood Edge. Soundelux... SL10414
Editshare SL 9820 Facilis SL12111 Graham Studios 148120 Holophone N6435, N6438
Electro-Voice N9325 FCC N9114 Groove Addicts SL10312 Hosa Technology SL 2108
Electrosys C 3331 Fiberplex N8433 H.C. Jeffries Tower Company . .0 3507 ibiquity Digital/HD Radio N8724
Elettronika C 1311 Firstcom Music SL 9915 Hamilton Metalcraft C 1731 IBM SU 3614
Emcee Broadcast Products C 3118 Flash Technology N3114 Hardata SU15217 Idealstor SU13516
Emerson Network Pwr Surge .... C 1720 Foneshow C 452 Hardigg N3225 ILY Enterprise SL 7825



Independent Audio N4920
Industrial Acoustics N2236
Innovative Office Products N4319
inovonics 115829
International Datacasting C 8437
Isilon Systems SU 8525
Izotope N9107
JamproAntennas C 2607
Jetcast N8836
JK Audio N7929
JL Cooper Electronics N3118
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Joseph Electronics C 6645
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JVC C 4218
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KD Kanopy N9320
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Kroma Telecom SU 3109
Larcan C 2618
Lawo N8720
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Lea C 4932

N5223
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:orders 0E336
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Martin & Ziegler SL 7407
Master Source Music Catalog SL10408
Masterclock N4121
Maxell C 8428
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. it C 2215
" Information Systems N3216
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C 1431
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Netia Digital Audio N5433

Neutrik N9029
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Norsat International C 4644
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OMB America C 3024
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SL 9613
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!,cal Cable C 4343
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Otari N3938
Overly Door N9319
Pl. Engineering N3124
Pacific Radio Electronics C 8739
Panasonic C 3512
Paragon Towers N4619
Patch Amp N4617
Patriot Antenna Systems 0E103

Pelican Products C 9409
Penton Mods- N5234, SL 8326
Perdue Acoustics C10143
Phasetek N8729
Phillystran N5132
Pinta AcousticlSonex N6814
Potomac Instruments N6226
Power Link N4932
Power Module Technology N9109
Precision Communicators C 2318
Prime LED N2237
Primera Technology SL 6823
Prism Media Products N5935
Pristine Systems N8831
Production Intercom N4536
Professional Sound N7636
Plepagation Systems Inc-C 2324
Prosonic C 99191
PTEK N9032
0E1 N6223
r)..Antum SL13805. SL14200MR

lm5x Systems N462
Radian/Rohn C 2632

Advertising Bureau .
Radio magazine N5234
Radio Systems N6516

iraffic.com N61? -
Radyne C 4842. SU - '

RCS
ROL (Radio Design Label -N6429
Redding Audio N8511
Rees Associates, Inc SU 3115
Reliable Broadcast C 1121
RFS Broadcast C 2321
Richardson Electronics C 1724
Richland Towers C 1314
Riedel Communications C 7511
Rimage SL 8728
Rip -Tie C1112.
Rivendell N81
Rocket Network C1122rz
Roland SL10520
Rorke Data SL 4010
RoyaltyFreeMusic.com SL10311
RTVV Radio N3223
RVR N5220
Sabre Towers and Poles ----MOW
Samson Technologies N5823
Sanken Microphones N3125
Satellite Engineering C 6045
SBS N6632
Scheduall SL 2308
Schulze-Brakel N8732

SU 6120
Sencore N1122, SU121011
Sennheiser Electronic 146207

N9331
.... 5246

Shively Labs 116424
Shure, ...N2830
Sel E. - N9323
Sierra Automated Systems- N6533
Smartsound Software SL 728
Society of Broadcast Engineers L27

SL 8020
Sonilex N4919
Sonnet Technologies SL13808
Sony SU 906
Sony Creative Software SL12413
Sound Devices N7235
Sound Ideas N7322. SL 9616
Spinner North Amenca C 9619A
Staco Energy Products N4218
Stainless C 1628
Statmon Technologies SU13805
Stephen Arnold Music ... R422, SL 9713
Stream Guys C 1848
Stream the World N8834, SL14105
Studio Network Solutions SL 8208
Supenor Electric N8807
Sure Shot Transmissions C 6237
Switchcraft C 7508
SWR C 1133
Symetnx N8120
Synthax N5134
Tascam SL 9623, SL10328
TBC Consoles SL 6709, SU 2729
TC Electronic N2536
Techflex C11017
Techni-Tool C 5612
Tektronix N2520
Telecast Fiber Systems SU 4227
Telex Communications C 5928
Tilos Systems 117620
Tempest Fireco Towers C 8841
TFT N7617
Males C 5946
That Corporation N4933
Thermobond Buildings N5837
Thermodyne International SU 4920
Tieline Technology N6817
Tower Consultants C 1619
Tower Innovations C 1118

ENCO
Audio Automation nd

Deliver Ch

Reliable

Powerful

Easy To

Future -proof

Affordable
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(800) ENCO-SYS
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North Hall
Acquisition &
Production

Management &
Systems

Pro Audio

Radio

Central Hall
Meeting Rooms

Grand
Lobby

Booth C2324

Central Hall

Acquisition &
Production

Distribution &
Delivery

Booth C2632
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Products

Outdoor
Media

Equipment

Content
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(upper level)

Acquisition

Production

Management

Systems
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Post -

Production

Display

Systems

Main Registration

N8120 Valcom C 2539 Westar 1. SL 9612 Wireready N3835
Translantech Sound N6124 VCS Engineering N4837 Wheatstone N7612 Wirew, C 7924
Transradio Sender Systeme N9123 Veetronix SU 5021 Whirlwind C 7733 Wohler N1314
Trilithic C 3346 Vidcad SU 5405 Whisper Room SL10220 Wolf Coach C 7422
Trompeter Electronics C 2333 Voice Over There 0E339 Wideorbit N8214 Yamaha SL 5710
TWR Lighting N4825 Vanua N7612 Will -Burt C 7922 Yellow Jacket C10612

N3221 Ward -Beck Systems SU 7420 Winmedia Software N4623 Yollowtec N8120
h Software -4_115315 Wegener Communications SU 7911 Winradio N4820 Z Technology.... C 2939

V -Soft Communications N5835 Wenwr C. 1 n6.12 W road .N3635 Zaxcom N4533

crown BrORDCRST
NAB Booth N6912

Frequency agile from front panel 411.

Raise/lower power via remote
M;111

Monitor SWR via remote mown
1111111111111r

Power levels from 30 watts to 10,000 watts
Optional internal audio processor stereo generator
Optional internal receiver for translator applications
3 -Year Warranty
Exclusive upgrade and renewal program for current
Crown users.

Crown Broadcast
www.crownbroadcast.com

Kkoselke(direcl.com
866-262-8919 or 8972



White s bus team more about
HD, right now he's ftleused on radio's
interactive possibilities. He has plenty

11110141011S regarding streaming,
Web department-and the

bottom line.

Your Station's Content Comes to Life Here
Welcome to the place where creativity originates, inspiration comes alive and
dreams become reality. Since day one, the mission and focus of the NAB Show'"
have remained unchanged: to deliver it all to you-everything from content
creation to acquisition to distribution, and everything in between-in one place.
This includes the education, networking opportunities, advanced tools, latest
technologies and end -to -end solutions you've only dreamed about. If you're in
radio management, engineering, sales or production, the NAB Show- is the only
place to bring your business to life.

At his station, it's all about the
HD transition and the associated
benefits, including sound quality,
netcasting, tagging, scrolling text
and no multi -path distortion. He's
ready to put the pops, hisses and
fades behind him.

/11A13 -
4141i411411

Wnere Content Comes to Life'"

Conferences: April 11-17, 2008 Exhibits: April 14-17, 2008 I Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nevada USA

Energize your content and your career this year.
Be our guest: use pass code A559 at www.nabshow.com/free
to register for your FREE NAB Show Exhibits Pass.
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Joseph Electronics C 6645
ATS Cnmm .rnr-at n^ C 9512
Harris N2502
A .L9
B'casters General Store N8120
Redur N8511

Digital Audio
Workstations

Hams.._ _ N2502
Minne.

Otan N3938
Netia Digital Audio N5433
Enco Systems N8512
Orban N8536
Pristine Systems N8831
Digigram N9025
Broadcast Software Int7 N9111
Digico Soundtracs N9133
Adobe Systems SL 3220
Bias SL 4630
Yamaha SL 5710
Sonic Solutions SL 8020
Tascam SL 9623, SL10328
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Sony Creative Software SL12413
Orban SL15305
Dalet Digital Media SU 8520

EAS
?.74F

Harris N2502

Circuitwerkes N8120

Facility Remote
Control and Event

Controllers

Harris N2502
-19
32

Crown Broadcast N6912
N6920
N6935

Moseley Associates N7112
N7617

Audemat N7932
Circuitwerkes N8120
Br(-: , -
Statmon Technologies SU13805

Headphones,
Speakers and

Amplifiers
HM Electronics

Telex Communication, 0 5928
Riedel Communications C 7511

DPA Microphones N 730

Wohler N1314
TC Electronic N2536

N3223
Audio-Technica N4529
Production Intercom . N4536
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Sonifex N4919
Azden N4924
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7
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Sennheiser Electronic N8207
DB Bettronica N8,_

Henry Engineering N9023
E.
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Tascam SL10328
Edirol SL10520
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Sony SU 906
HM Electronics SU10626

intercom, IFB
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HM Elect, .,,r ,cs C 3022
Telex Communications C 5928
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N4533

Sierra Automated Sys N6520

JK Audio N7929

ry .o

SU10626

Links: Microwave,
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Anu. /537
Audio Video Technologies .0 CP gR
Mayah Communications ..0

Comm N2125
Harris N2502
Tektronix Jcjcv
Opticomm N3718
Otan N3938
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Sonifex N4919

AEQ N5429
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Radio Systems N6516
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JK Audio N7929
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APT N8811
Armstrong Transmitter N8814
Tieline Technology N8817
Henry Engineering N9023
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Multidyne SU 3411
Telecast Fiber Systems SU 4227
Canare SU 4805
Unlimi-tech Software SU15315

Microphones, Mic
Accessories

5928
DPA Microphones N 730
TC Electronic N2536
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Shure N2830
S ).  'N3125
Audio-Technica N4529
Zaxcom N4533

Sonilex N4919
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Azden N4924
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Cummins Onan C 3746
Techni-Tool C 5612
Telex Communications C 5928
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Mole -Richardson C 9415'
APC/MGE UPS Systems N1838'
Staco Energy Products N4218
LEArfranatector .......N4619

-)orrough Electronics N8211i

Henry Engineering N9023
tve,,tr ..... ...... .........

Mobile Power 0E320
Hosa Technology SL 2108
Middle Atlantic Products SU10205
Statmon Terh,-,logies SU1380c

Racks and Furniture

ndustnal Acoustics
Hartle N2502
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Omnirax N4517
Wheatstone N7612
Graham Studios N8120
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SixMix does real radio on your laptop!
10 inputs, built-in USB, and real radio features!

1111

I

Cough buttons

for mics

Talkback

to Guests

headphones!

Air input

for Monitor

2 inputs on

each line

channel!

Stereo

Program bus

2 Mic channels

Monitor
mutes when

Mic is on!

Guest Pod headphone

amp for guest

announcer!

Built-in AC

power supply

PC- Solo

Monitor
great

idea!

Automatic

Pgm/Cue head-

phone swi-ching!

4 Line channels

only 11 1/2"wde!

USB Codec sounds great!

Use with

any hybrid!.

www.henryeng.com

626.355.3656

Direct digital out

from P.1 perfect

for streaming!

OVU = 4-4dBu

out, 200 of
headroom

4 unbalanced 3 balanced

Line inputs L ne inputs

only '1195!

We Build Solutions

Cue

speaker!

Cool!

USB

to PC!

Zeal
cue bus!

Color -coded

channel

status LEDs!

Controls On The

Air lights!

Inserts for

mic EQ,

processors

HENRY

FE
ENGINEERING



TBC Consoles
Martin & Zegler

SL 6709
SL 7407

Akiwa Technology SL12410
Forecast Consoles SU 2723
TBC Consoles SU 2729
Thermodyne International .SU 4920
APvV Enclosures SU 5613
Middle Atlantic Products SU10205

Recording
Media, Labeling,

Accessories

Wireworks
18

C 7924
Maxell C 84

MAM-A (formerly Mitsui C

I Electronics

HHB N8207
.

Sony Creative Software SL12413
cl  '616

Remotes and
Vehicles

Wolf ( C 7422
Will -Burt C 7922
E -N -G Mobile Systems C 8028
Hilomast C 8837
Tempest Fireco Towers C 8841

ncrrriny
Harris N2502
E -L UP lI lief I &LIU' !di

KD Kanopy

Medical Coaches

Satellite Equipment
and Services

N(4,1 Satellite Services C 4237
Norsat International C 4644

Satellite Eng neenng C 6045 Stream Guys C 1848 Hardigg N3225
Mackay Communications.... C 6049 International Datacasting C 8437 Masterclock N4121
DH Satellite C 6337 Navteo/Traffic.com C 9437 NVVS/NOAA
Dawnco C 7237 Mayah Communications C10619D t'.

Andrew C 7537 Coding Technologies N3218 lnovonics N5829
International Datacasting

Broadcast Tools

C 8437
N8120

r j,

Musicam USA N5825
Radio Systems N6516

Patriot Antenna Systems 0E103
Clear Channel Sat Svcs 0E316 7,alrec Aud .N
Scientific Atlanta SU 6120 Arrakis N6129 SuperiorF N --

Wegener Communications SU 7911 Enco Systems N6512 ,Vhisper SL10-
SU 4805

SCA and RBDS Axia Audio
Liquid Compass

N7620
N7938

 a International . SU 4920

Veetronix SU 5021

lnovonics N5829
OMT Technologies N8420

System Integrators,
Installers,

Consultants and

Google

Broadcast Electronics

N6607
NbJ2t
N7007

APT N8811

Audemat
B' ..id .

N7932
letcast Services

Software: Business,
Traffic, Scheduling,

Inventory
Navteq/lrattic.curn L 94,3,

Wireready N3835
BUS fv

RadioTraffic.com Ni

Bid4spots.com Nr
N824

SL 2308
Xylech Systen SL 4:.

Altermedia. SL

Jones TM SL10308

Software:
Engineering,

Maiming

V -Soft Communications.. N5835

Streaming, Audio
Encoding

SL

Anystream SL 2608
orke Data SL 1

:,Kama Technologes SL
',4icrosoft SL

SL

raunhofer Institut SL 742.1

ARA Music SL ".

Stream the World SL

Microsoft SL145r
Orban SL1C -

Dalet Digital Media SU 8520
...... SU15217

Support Systems:
Clocks, Cases,

Tools, Components,
Accessories

ESE N3121

rower Consultants .0 1619
Stainless C 1628
Richardson Electronics C 1724
KPFF Consulting Eng C 1720
Prosonic C
Lawson & Assoc N 60'
Harris N2502

OMT Technologies N8420

Test and
Measurement

Equipment
P

Sencore Electronics N1122

Coaxial Dynamics N4626

Altronic Research Inc N5523

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20

:VW
MX8R List $5,200

....
MX18E List $8,600

DYNAMAXconsoles have been a
reliable product for small to medium

sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

and two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels;

SANDIES

versions available!

MX8L List 55,200

215-547-2570 DYNAMAX
www.sandiesusa.com MX SERIES
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FM TRANSMITTERS

EM2000 is o 2000W FM transmitter mock
up of the EM 25 DIG exciter (or EM 20/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W high
efficiency MOSFET technology amplifying modules, fed by 2
independent switching power supplies, which ore mode to
withstand the working conditions. The amplifiying module;
work independently thanks to a power combining structure
that provides high isolation between them.

iLLA.A it A-- 1.1 1.,:filttli.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fox. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA

Visit Us at NAB Booth #C3024

From september in:

departamento comercial
telefono. 902-187878
fox. 902-187878
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

fobrica y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fox. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centrovia C/Paraguay, 6
LA MUELA
50196 Zaragoza, ESPANA

C -D

I E-11.
1 I-1

MT/MR PLATINUM .1GHz
is o hperiorrrui It is made
up oft 5W MT troi, ,4 . zed in 10MHz
sub -bonds with a step of 100KHz, and the MR double
conversion receiver, that is externally synthesized, too. The
MT is microprocessor controlled, and includes LCD display
for the visualization of the most relevant transmission parameters
(frequency (6-di9t), forward and reflected power, modulation
level), balanced Mono, Stereo (MPX). The MR receiver hos
the same visualHation system as the transmiter. It includes
balanced Mono and Stereo (MPX) outputs. Forthermore, the
MT/MR Platinum STL includes a jumper in order to get a
proper operation with digital signals.

EM 10000 is a 10000W FM transmitter mode
up of the FM 250 COMPACT DIG exciter and three control units
which combine the power of six AM 2000 FM amplifiers. AM
2000 includes eight 300W high -efficiency MOSFET technology
amplifying modules, fed by 2 independent switching power supplies,
which ore mode to withstand the working conditions. The ompliftying
modules V.011,3 independently thanks too power combining structure
that provides high isolation between them.
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Audio Precision N6125
Bird Electronic N6138

. 226
RDL (Radio Design Labs) N6429
ERI-Electronics Research N6929
Logitek N7124
Belar N7629
Audemat N7932
Symetnx N8120
Broadcast Tools N8120
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Neutrik N9029
Fraunhofer Institut SL 7424
Ward -Beck Systems SU 7420
Sencore Electronics... SU12108

Transmission:
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Tubes, Components,
Services

Tower Inni_ . C 1118
Reliable Broadcast C 1121
SWR C 1133
Richland Towers C 1314
Tower Consultants C 1619
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Stainless C 1628
KPFF Consulting Eng C 1728
Dielectric C 1918
Myat C 2215
Precision Communications C 2318
RFS Broadcast ,,,,,,, C 2321
Propagation Systems C 2324
Jampro Antennas C 2607

C 261

Radian/Rohn C 2632
3urle Industries C 3013
N.C. Jeffries Tower Co C 3507
Thales C 5946
Andrew C 7537
Flash Technology N3114
Unimar N3221
Dialight N3222
Msanum Towers N4525

veers N4619
Coaxial Dynamics N4626

TVVR Lighting N482:2

N5132
Altronic Research Inc N6623

_N6138
Shively Labs N6424
KIntronk Labs N6816
ERI-Electron N6929
CPI Eimac N7220
Econco N7220
American Tower N7238
Towerswitch N8120
Phasetek N8729
LBA Technology P19733

Oasto N8809

Transmitters,
Antennas,

Digital Radio
Equipment

Delta Hi- iuiL,Pyy L 1111
SWR C 1133
Dielectric C 1918

02321
Propagation Systems C2324

C 2539
Jampro Antennas C2607

ii) C 2618
OMB America C 3024

C

Kathrein, Scala Division. C 5508

Hants N2502
RVR N5220
Lectrosonicb N5223
Bext N5620
RCS N5917
OEI N6223
Shively Labs N6424
Eddystone Broadcast N6632
SBS N6632
Kintronic Labs N6816
Crown Broadcast N6912

Nautel N7116
Continental E'ectronics N7607

Fi Ni617
CTE International N8125
DB Elettronica N8233

N8708
LBA Technology 148733

N8809
Armstrong Transmitter 1481314

PTEK N9032
Power Mock, N9109
Transradio Sender Systeme N9123
C Crane Company N9124
Siel Electronic Systems N9323
Seratel Technolodv N9331

Tuners
and Monitors

(.11

RFS Bf wu ash
Telex Communications C

Wohler N1310
Harris N2602
Flash Technology. N3114
RTW Radio N3223

N4833
Audio Science.._ N5230
AEO 715429
lnovonics N5829

RCS N5917

0E1

Potomac Instruments Nb.
Burk Technology N692C

Nautel N7116

Audemat N7932
Circuitwerkes N8120

Pristine Systems N8831

Wire, Cable and
Connectors

Jampro Antennas C 2607
B DK C ,3548
Audio Accessories C 3551
Optical Cable C 4343
Gepco International C 6918
Switchcraft C 7508
Clark Wire and Cable C 7519
Andrew C 7537
Whirlwind C 7733
Hannay Reels C 7822
Amphenol C 7823
Wireworks C 7924
Belden C 8828
Yellow Jacket 010612
Techflex C11017
Rip -Tie C11126
Alba.* Research Inc NNW
Bird Electronic N6138
Holonhone N6435

N6438
Heil Sound N7039

N8120
1\.eutnrc N9029
Hosa Technology SL 2108
Tascam SL 9623
Tascam SL10328
Multidyne SU 3411
Canare SU 4805

SU 5026

LAVRY
ENGINEERING

AD10

 AI ,16  7. ?,,, . .1,  
AD 10 24 bit Analog to Digital Converter

.0009% THD+N 20Hz-22kHz
Dynamic Range > 117dB unweighted 20Hz-22kHz

Dynamic Range > 120dB A -weighted
XLR +4dBu and TRS -10dBV inputs
XLR AES/SPDIF and Optical outputs

Ultra low jitter internal clock 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96 kHz
Ultra low jitter external clock 32-100 kHz

Intuitive User Interface for easy operation
Shown in optional Rack Mount

www.lavryengineering.com Tel (360) 598-9757

High Definition ConversiorTU
LavryBlack AD 10 and DA 10

-
UM MO

-
moms .. =

11.1.01,

DAM

Sb
Atm

DA 10 24 bit Digital to Analog Converter
Three digital inputs- XLR/ RCA /Optical

Digitally controlled ANALOG volume
Discrete Headphone amplifier

Crystal mode virtually eliminates jitter
Inclucics sample rate conversion

44.1. 48. 88.2. 96 kHz Crystal and Narrow mode
32-200 kHz Wide mode

See our wet site for more information
on the LavryGold and LavryBlue lines.
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Change the way you
think about the clock...
AUDIO TIME MANAGER doesn't just shift time, it shifts the clock paradigm.
Imagine inserting an extra traffic report in a network show, with no loss of content.
Imagine backtiming into the network perfectly every time, even when breaking local
news means you're running long. Imagine eliminating make -goods. Now shift ypur

thinking about time, because your old clock just got a new face.

"The 25 -Seven Systems box is an amazing device and leaves all others in its dust.
It's truly the SECRET WEAPON to make your station sound tighter, time shift
segments and never miss a network cue again We're still finding new and creative
ways to use the 25/7 every week."

-Gab Hobbs
Senior Vice -President of Programming, News/Talk/Sports

Clear Channel Radio

AUDIO TIME MANAGER ...it's about time
25 -Seven Systems, Inc.  888-257-2578  www.25-Seven.com

Visit us at NAB booth #N7935

Don't take a chance with your timing
needs. Trust the name broadcasters have
counted on for precision master clocks
and timing -related products for over
35 years-ESE. Our products accurately
synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency for affordable, reliable,
perfect time.

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness
world -class timirg systems that are
designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322.2136
:ax: (310) 322-8127

fAmese-web.com
See Us At NAB Booth tN3121

Issue advertisers are shown in red
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Try Livewire on Us!
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Livewire IP networking is now available built-in to our Millenium Digital consoles.

You can wire and mix your studio sources locally and economically, while

accessing facility -wide sources via the Livewire network. Scale -up

your system anytime by adding more consoles, Axia nodes and

software - all connected via a standard Ethernet network.

 

It's the best of both worlds - Livewire IP networking and

Millenium Digital consoles!

Millenium Livewire consoles feature 6 channels with LCD displays and rotary

encoders for full access to all networked audio selections. Local channels provide

inputs for studio analog or digital, mic thru lire level sources.

/////////////
//

Connect your Millenium / Livewire system in minutes
with StudioHub+ - the plug -and -play wiring solution.

6-467-8000 Fax: 856-467-3044  www.radiosystems.com

ioHub+ is a registered trademark of Radio Systems, Inc.



Saturday April 12

S219/S220

Sunday April 13
S219/S220

S224

S226/S227

TBD

Monday April 14
Exhibits

S228

N231/N233

N235/N237

N239/N241

TBD

Tuesday April 15

2:00
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30

[011r: 011 I ruhvship

Broadcast Engineering Conference

Engineering - General

Broadcast Management

FCC/Regulatory

Exhibits

Oppo tunities for Radio

hddfes

11:00 11:30 Noon

Communicating with Management

All Hands on Deck:

Unattended Station
Operation

New Technologies: Nev How Traditional Media

12:30 1:00 1:30

1),gitai Radio Advanconents

Exhibits

S228

TBD

TBD

N231/N233

N239/N241

Hilton Ballroom A

j(' ICI

New Technologies for Radio Listening

(1 to

Exhibits

S228

Hilton Barron

Hilton Ballroom B

Audio Over 1.
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What's a convention without
sessions? The Broadcast
Engineering Conference

(BEC) is loaded with topics covering new
and digital technology. The engineering
sessions begin on Saturday with the annual
SBE Ennes Workshop. The technical radio
sessions end on Wednesday.

There's plenty of discussion about digital
radio this year, and it's moved beyond the
transmission system (which is also covered)
to the support systems, including STLs,

monitoring and audio contribution. There's
even a session that will try to bridge the
perceived gap between engineering and
management on Monday morning. We
have extracted the sessions relevant to radio
and provided them in the grid below.

We also reviewed the sessions offered

in other conferences and added those that
appeal to technology managers to the grid.
There are several in the regulatory and
management tracks we found interesting.
While their focus may not directly cover
the technology of radio broadcasting, they
cover subjects important to the business
of radio, and many have a technology
foundation involved.

Finally, we have also included the exhibi
hall hours for your reference. All the session
information is provided by the NAB. Roorr
numbers are subject to change, so be sure
to check the session schedule when you
arrive at the convention.

The radio portions of the BEC schedule are
included in the exclusive Radio magazine
FASTtrack for Handheld, so you can take it
with you, too.

Political Advertising. Taming the Beast

nt

GM Pizza & Beer Exchange - Back to

Basics

Next generation Public
Alerting

41
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Au d e m at
Broadcastinglnnovation

viNw.goldeneagle .

Miami. FL USA - Tel: 305 249 3110
ussales@audemat-aztec. corn
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

1 14 IL} VI/ it) ti11 v vi y
Redefining radio
in a Web world
By Chris Wygal
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We live in a time when we must take a good look at
the definition of radio. Why? Consider the story of
a college sports fan who wanted to hear the radio

broadcast of a recent football game, but wasn't near a radio.
He used his cell phone to get online, navigate to the station
that carried the football game broadcast, clicked on Listen Live,
and heard the game. He wasn't listening to FM or AM signal
propagation. He was listening to a digital audio stream, but
wasn't it the same material that was heard over the air? What
if the station's transmitter suddenly went out of service and all
the listeners migrated to the Web to hear the broadcast? The
station would still be accomplishing its objective: sell the mate-
rial to the listeners.

A notable number of radio stations have been live -streaming their
daily broadcasts for almost a decade. According to Radio & Records
2007 Who's Listening survey, 18.69 percent of listeners across all
formats logged on to a radio station website within the last month
(of having taken the survey). Considering the growth and increased
use of the Internet, we can expect more listeners n the near future
to look for alternative media on the Web. This new era of media
delivery capabilities begs a question: What happens when someone
can readily access the Internet in his or her car? Will FM or AM
radios even be necessary anymore? Can radio as we know it keep
up? Plus, what will new media like the Ipod and podcasting mean
for radio? Wow, are we asking too many questions already? OK,
then let's move on and answer a few of them.
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MINNIM
BOOTH #N7938

Radio
Anywhere You Want.

LIQUIDI COMPASS

Established in 2001, Liquid Compass has built one of the largest and most trusted streaming

media networks to service the radio industry. With Liquid Compass as your streaming solutions

provider, your radio station will receive unparalleled stream hosting service, a choice of

premium ad replacement providers, custom Silverlight, Flash, Windows Media or MP3

media players and access to a trafficking department run by radio professionals!

streaming I web I trafficking

www.liquidcompass.net

Let our team guide your station's streaming and interactive initiative

in the right direction.



New Delivery
Radio streaming 101

Making live audio available via the Internet will by
nature launch radio broadcasting into a new realm of
delivery. I suspect that one day in the future, FM and
AM transmitters may be retired because of the growing
relationship between radio and the Web. If your station
is considering the Internet as an added delivery system,
there are just a few basics to remember.

An Internet stream must be encoded. It's the basic step
that creates the correct protocol for transferring audio over
the Internet. A trusty PC with a high-speed Internet con -

I suspect that one day in the
future, FM and AM transmitters
may be retired because of the
growing relationship between
radio and the Web.

nection and a sound card will accomplish the task. Using
Windows Media Encoder 9 (free, easily configurable
software available for download) is a simple solution
for encoding audio. Once WME 9 is installed, feed
the program audio to the input of the soundcard. The
output of an Ootimod is a 000d choice because of the

leveling and compression. However, encoding processed
audio can be a problem. Take the program material into
consideration and feed the encoder wisely. Hord limited
or aggressively processed audio can perform strangely
in the digital world. As far as the stream parameters,
a 44.1 kHz stream at 37kb/s is a safe start. A bit rate
below 56kb/s accommodates folks who still use dial -up
Internet service.

In addition to encoding the audio, the live streaming file
is named and detailed by the encoder. Station information
or a moniker like, "Classic Rock 97.7" would appear on
the listener's media player. In more advanced streaming
and Web design scenarios, integrating the audio stream
with XML file output coding from the automation system
will allow the listener's media player, or the station's
website to display the current title and artist, or other
album information. Consulting with a professional Web
design firm will produce the best results if the station is
interested in more tricky Web integration.

A qua.ity Internet stream will attract a sizeable audi-
ence. A single encoder in most cases cannot handle
multiple users or clients. Contracting with an Internet
content delivery service such as Vital Stream or Akamars
Nine Systems allows radio stations to create one
stream, and let a third party handle the distribution.
Watch out for firewall and Internet securities within
the local network or ISP. The content delivery servers
need to see the originating encoder's IP address at all

KINTRONIC LABS, TN
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Bringing Radio
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World
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times. Remember that content delivery services base their costs on
bandwidth usage. Thousands of listeners will accrue more costs than
hundreds. Also a mono 37kb/s stream is most likely cheaper than
a stereo 1 28kb/s stream. Budgetary limitations and the audience
should be considered.

Pointing the audience to the stream is vital! On most websites,
Listen Live link of some sort is highly visible. The link automatically
directs the listener's media player to the streaming file that originates
from the streaming server. The station's listeners, however, will usually
never notice that they're being directed elsewhere. If the encoder is
correctly configured, "Classic Rock 97.7" will still be displayed.

Establishing a working relationship with the tech support crew at the
content delivery service, the ISP, and Web design firm will guarantee
continuous and attractive service for online listeners. As listeners become
more dependant on the Internet for their media intake, radio stations will
be on top of the game if the Web stream is efficiently maintained.
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The Windows Media 9 encoder is a free and useful
download.

Streaming audio explores new territory as far u ,,jclities or -
concerned. The RIAA and its offspring Sound Exchange are commis
sioned by the U.S. Copyright Office to collect and distribuie fees a
a service to artists and copyright owners. Sound Exchange keeps a
close eye on radio station Internet streaming. It is imperative that sta-
tions research and know the implications of streaming and o via the
Internet before embarking on this form of media.

Podcasting 101
A podcast is a syndicated MP3 file available for down,oad and

playback on portable media players or computers. In 2006, Arbi-
tron reported that 11 percent of listeners (nearly 27 million) have
downloaded podcasts, more than 50 percent of teens own portable
media players and the largest demographic downloading podcasts
are the 34-45 age group. Essentially, podcasting is a medium that
radio should use as an alternative service to its listeners.

Podcasts are not necessarily limited to the Apple Ipod. Recorded
media, in show -like form available online, is a webcast or podcas'
Some are professionally produced, and others are audible diary
entries of college students (audio blogging). While podcasting may
at first seem irrelevant to radio, enter the term on -demand radio, unof-

YOU OWN THE STYLE.

NOW PERSONALIZE THE JUICE.

Experience the new Kowa PX10 hotkey

flash memory eudio player that can play

audio clips at th= touch of a button. Create

playlists on your PC and store them on a

USB drive or compact flash card. Then

plug the USB or flash card into the PX-10

and take control.

CHECK IT OUT AT WWW.KOWA-USA.COM

 EASY TO PREPARE!

 EASY TO OPERATE!

 FUN TO WORK WITH!

 NO HARD DRIVE!

Kowa Optimed, Inc
20001 S. Vermont Avenue, Torrance, CA 90502

310.327.1913 tel 310.327.4177 fax
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Classic FM iournalist Sarah Kirkup interviews opera star Natasha Marsh
with the HHB FlashMic at the Classical BRIT Awards in London

CLASSIC FM AT THE
CLASSICAL BRIT AWARDS
Covering the Classical BRIT Awards
in London, journalist Sarah Kirkup
used her HHB FlashMic to gather
interviews for Classic FM Magazine,
and for broadcast on air and via
podcasts.

With no fiddly cables, the FlashMic was so easy to
use" comments Sarah. "Everyone on the red carpet,
seemed happy to stop and speak into the FlashMic
and I'm not sure that that would have been the
case with other handheld recorders. The sound
quality of the FlashMic is so good that I only had
to listen to each interview once when transcribing
for print, and locating and downloading the
interviews for broadcast could not have been more
straightforward."

Listen to Classic FM 'Arts Daily'
podcasts at www.classicfm.com

FLASHMIC RANGE
DRM85 Omnidirectional digital recording microphoni,
DRM85-C Carded digital recording microphone
ORM85LI Omni-direcuonal digital recording microphone with line inp .
DRM85-CU Cardioid digital recording microphone with line input

FlashMic combines a studio quality mic capsule with a broadcast
quality Flash recorder and US8 file transfer. Used by broadcasters
and news organisations worldwide, FlashMic is the one thing a
serious Journalist is never without.

SEND US YOUR
FLASHMIC CASE STUDY
And you could win a great prize!
Visit www.flashmic.info for more details and information.

VISIT US AT NAB
Booth # N8207
Distributed in the USA by.
Sennheiser Electronic Corp
1 Enterprise Dr.  Old Lyme, IT 06371
Tel: (8601434_9190  tax
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XML example
<?xml version="" .0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rss xmln.T.itunes="http://www.itunes.com/dtds/
podcast-lAidtd" version="2.0" xmlns:dc="http://purlorg/
dc/elemen:s/1.1r>
<channel>

<ttl>60</ttl>
ditle>llact o Magazine Podcast</title>
<link>h-tp://www.radiomagonline.com<ilink>
<langu ge>er -us</language>
<itunes author>Radio magazine</itunes author>
<itunes explicit>no</itunes:explicit>
<itunes image href="http://www.radiomagonline.com/

imaceslpodcast.jpg" I>
<itunes keywords>radio, magazine, Other key words

to denote what your podcast is aboul</itunes:
keywords>

<itunes owner>
<itur es:name>Radio Magazine</itunes:name>
<itur es:email>radio©radiomagonline corn

<:itunes:email>
</itunes:owner>
<itunes subtitle>The Radio Technology Leader

</itu-ies:subtitle>
<itunes sumrrary>Radio magazine is wr tten by radio

indu ;try professionals for radio indus-ry
professionals. Radio magazine delive"s in-depth
tech lical expertise with the most -respected editorial
cont3nt. Radio magazine covers the technology
of radio broadcasting for engineers and managers
at radio stations, networks and recording studios.
</itunes:summary

<copyright>84xA9; 2008 Radio Magazire</copyright>
<itunes category text="Music"></itunes category>
<item>

<title>Podcast Episode Title</title>
<link>http://radiomagonline.com/podcastifeeds/

2)070201%20Radio%20Magazine
%20Podcast.mp3</link>

epubDate-Mon, 05 Mar 2008 00:00:00 EST--/
pubDate>
<guil,http://www.thedroponline.corr/podcastl.

rr p3</iguid>
--enclosure url="http://radiomagonline.com/podcast/

feeds/20070201 %20Radio%20Magazine
%20Podcast.mp3" type="audio/x-mp3"
length= 'size of file in bytes"/>

<itunes:author>Radio magazine</itunes:author>
< tunes:duration>16:31--/itunes:th. ration>

<itunes:summary>Listen to interviews with experts
it the radio industry as they discuss articles
aid topics from the latest issue of Radio
rr agazine. This podcast provides a discussion
of the impact Reginald Fessenden had on radio
h story, as well as an interview with Lynn Cheney,
former president of Comrex.e/itun3s:summary.

<itunes:subtitle>This Radio magazine podcast
p-ovides a discussion on the impact Reginald
F-3ssendein had on radio history, as well as an
irterview with Lynn Cheney, former president of
Comrex.</itunes:subtitle.,

 itunes:ke7words>radio, magazine, other key words
for the specific episode</itunes:keywords>

 /item -
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ficially termed by Dan Portnoy. Portnoy is the host of The
Drop, a podcast that has seen its share of radio airtime,
highlighting independent musicians. Portnoy indicates
that podcasting allows the audience to ask for media, as
opposed to it being given. Suppose a listener missed his
or her favorite morning show. If the show were podcast,
it could be downloaded and listened to anytime.

To understand how podcasting works, two questions
must be answered. How do audio files get on the In-
ternet, and how do listeners find them? When the MP3
file is ready for Web syndication, it must be stored on
a Web server. Then, an XML (Extensible
Markup Language) file must be created (and
preferably stored on the same server) giving
all the detailed information necessary for
services such as Runes to syndicate and list
the podcasts for listeners. The XML file should
contain important keywords that will direct

Resource
Guide

Akamai (Nine Systems)
www.akamai.com

877-3-AKAMAI

Jetcast
www.jetcast.com

917-338-1487

Liquid Compass
www.liquidcompass.net

303-839-9400

Live365
www.live365.com

Shouttast
www.shoutcast.com

Stream Audio
www.streamaudio.com

253-238-2187

Stream Guys
www.streamguys.com

877-287-2938

Stream the World
www.streamtheworld.com

866-448-4037

Nunes
www.apple.com/itunes

Windows Media Encoder
www.microsoft.com/windows/
windowsmedia/forpros/encoder/
default.mspx

Sound Exchange
www.soundexchange.com

202-640-5858

listeners to the podcast. If a listener is searching (tunes for
podcasts containing "Charlotte music," and enters those
keywords into a search engine, a Charlotte station using
"Charlotte" and "music" in the XML file stands a good
chance of appearing in that listener's search. XML files
are complicated text -heavy files, but cre also necessary
and unavoidable. Templates are available online to show
how they're made. One example is shown at left.

Apple's Itunes, 'he popular and free source for syn-
dicating podcasts, provides step-by-step instructions

on importing the XML file efficiently, so all the station

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

Outstanding design - Yellowtec's new product
line for positioning microphones and

mom:ors m!ka integrates simple and
elegant appearance with heavy

duty performance. Combining
mic and monitor mounts

into one modular system,
m!ka helps you restore

order to your desk-
top area.

www.yellowtec.com

11! YELLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: info@yellowtec.com
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.n7,7 .7_71rty
podcasts are correctly displayed for download. By us-
ing elements such as XML files, RSS feeds, and online
services like Feedburner, listeners can subscribe to sta-
tion podcasts and be notified when new podcasts are
available. Feedburner is one of many feed management

PODCAST DESCRIPTION
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List all podcasts on !tunes to maximize exposure.

provides that constantly monitor servers for new material,
and then notifies subscribers (listeners) via their search
aggregators. Linking with a feed management provider
will point listeners more quickly to the podcast when it is
launched. To see and hear a podcast that uses 'tunes, in
conjunction with a home website, and most everything
mentioned above, visit www.thedroponline.com or click
on the podcast link at RadioMagOnline.com.

Tag it
In addition to feed management and XML files, meta

data such as ID3 tagging is a must when introducing new
media to the Web. Runes and other free downloadoble
software can be used to add title, artist, date, album and
copyright information to MP3 files. This is crucial when
listeners download podcasts. Otherwise, the file has no
name or pertinent listed information.

Online audio streaming, and especially podcasting
add new elements and a great deal of bizarre lingo to
our field. Radio will always be radio, but new delivery
avenues must be explored and implemented. Doing some
online research about these topics is a great way to delve
into the details. The chances of your library readily having
books on XML file generation and ID3 tagging are slim,
so get on the Web and figure out how to use it!

vt/Vgaiis The programmer, engineer and Web designer for WRVL
in Lynchburg, VA.

hen You Want Mcore, Than
Just An Antenna

Full line of I A IIIIT'Icienb
HD Radio Accessories: galriIVII-
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WKNO-FM
upgrades to
HD Radio
By Pat Lane

MNO -FM, an NPR member station in Memphis,
egan operations on April 1, 1972, on 91.1MHz

with 40kW of effective radiated power. The station
launched its HD Radio signal in the fall of 2007. Up
to that point, we underwent ircremental upgrades and
adjustments to the original installation.

The original transmitter was an RCA BTF-20 with an
RCA BFC-6 antenna located 550' above ground level
on the WKNO-TV tower. In 1987, a new Continental
Electronics 816R -3B transmitter was purchased to replace
the original RCA Transmitter. The old transmitter remained
in service as a backup for a period of two years.

In 1989 a second Continental Electronics 816R -3B
transmitter was purchased along with an automatic
switcher/combiner unit manufactured by Dielectric, and
our power was increased to 100kVV ERP. These two
transmitters performed quite well until -hey were replaced
in 2007 with two Harris HT\ HD+ common amplification
tube transmitters for WKNO's HD Radio project.

Prep -work for HD Radio
The HD Radio project was preceded by a series of

upgrades that stcrted around the turn of the 219 century.
The original BFC-6 antenna had been face -mounted on
our Stainless G-7 television tower and was positioned
southwest toward the major population area of our market.
This arrangement provided good signal coverage to the
majority of our listening area until the population began
moving northeast of our site.

The original 600' WKNO-TV tower is located about
225' from the G-7 tower and was being used only for
microwave anter nas. The original Channel 10 batwing
antenna was still on the top of this tower and had been
unused since 1971. Structural engineering studies were
performed and it was determined that the old Channel
10 antenna and the top 100' of this tower could be
removed, and a 70' pole installed with a new WKNO-
FM antenna. This kept our center of radiation at the same
height of 550' cs on the other tower, with a net move
of 225' to the south.

The original BFC-6 antenna and transmission line were
showing signs of age by this time and needed replace-
ment. A new Shively 6810-6 antenna was purchased and
installed in 2001 along with new transmission line, resulting
in the elimination of the null in our coverage area.
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The existing Dielectric
combiner switch was re -used
for the HD Radio installation.

tnnessee
maround

The original guy wires and anchor hardware for
this tower, in service since 1953, were overdue for
replacement. Pegasus Tower Company was selected
for this project in 2006, as it had successfully changed
our TV antenna for our digital television project a few
years earlier.

Ready to work
We began studying the possibility of implementing

HD Radio in 2007, with the foundation in place from
recent tower and antenna upgrades. We had recently
sold another station to our south that provided news and
information programming to our audience. We felt an HD
Radio transmission could provide an additional program

stream to replace this service, and
add other new services through a
multicast configuration.

The cost of high -power solid-state
transmitters steered us toward tube
models. We opted for parallel Har-
ris HT\HD+ transmitters for several
reasons, but first and foremost for its
common amplification design. The
ability to broadcast HD Radio and
analog programming eliminated
the need to install a second antenna
fed by a single digital transmitter.
That proposition concerned us be-
cause the HD Radio/analog ratio
would not have matched in parts
of our coverage area.

We also saved energy by elimi-
nating the need for mid- or high-
level combining. These combining
methods would have required a
massive amount of RF plumbing,
and we would have wasted up to
10 percent of our analog power
and up to 90 percent of our digital
power into a reject load. The use

Plenty of copper and brass plumbing

of common amplification also allowed us to retain our
system redundancy.

Prior to delivery of the transmitters, Nina Stone, transmitter

engineering assistant for WKNO-FM, and I made the trip
to Quincy, IL, to witness the proofing and testing of our
new transmitters. I consider this a very important step in
the overall project. Common -mode HD Radio transmitters
tune somewhat differently from analog -only transmitters,
and it was a great learning experience to go through the
procedures and ask questions with the factory technicians
and engineers. We were able to learn the difference in
interlocK operation from our previous transmitters so as not
to have a surprise during installation and testing. Seeing
it all hooked up and working and taking pictures instead
of relying only on printed instructions during installation
was a great asset.

The ac wiring size needed to be upgraded for the
new transmitters. Because the power supplies are closer
to the electrical service panel than the old transmitters,
less of that expensive copper wire was required for
primary power for the installation. The old wiring to the
previous transmitters was replaced with the three-phase
30A wiring to the new transmitter cabinets for blowers,
etc. All of the interconnecting wiring (HV and control)
between the power supply cabinets and the transmitter
cabinets was run in conduit underneath the floor, making
for a neat installation.

For safety and lightning protection, all transmitter
cabinets, power supplies and equipment racks are
bonded with 2" and 4" copper strap spliced with silver
solder. The constant -voltage transformers for the filament
circuits were bolted to the floor next to each transmitter.
Dampers were retained in the transmitter exhaust ducts
to allow the building to be heated by the transmitters
during cold weather.

Staying out of the dark
Power supplies for the new Harris transmitters were

installed in a room between the FM transmitter room
and the TV transmitter room, resulting in a much smaller
footprint for the new FM transmitters. The existing trans-
mitters were removed one at a time and the new Harris

Pegasus Tower replacing the tower's guy wires.
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transmitters were installed one at a time, resulting in our
operation at half power level for several weeks instead
of going dark during the installation.

The analog and HD Radio combining is done in the
Harris Flexstar HDX exciter. The exciter has two outputs:
The main output feeds one transmitter directly at up to

55W, and the second
transmitter is fed from an
auxiliary output through
the Flexstar Boost Pro
amplifier. The auxiliary
output operates at very
low power, which is

where the Boost Pro
works its magic.

The two Flexstar outputs

operate independently
of each other. If transmit-
ter one goes down for
maintenance, the main
output is muted while
the auxiliary output re-
mains active. The Boost
Pro, essentially a smart
55W amplifier, drives
the second transmitter. If

Equipment List
Burk VRC-2500
Caterpillar 200kW generator
Crown amplifiers
Day Sequerra M2
Dielectric automatic combiner/switcher
Harris HT\HD+, Flexstar HDE-100

Importer, HDI-100 Exporter, HDX-FM
Exciter, Boost Pro, Intraplex STL HD
Plus, Neustar SW4.0

JBL Control One
Microwave Radio Twin System STL
Neural Audio Neustar SW4.0
Orban Optimod 8500
Pegasus Tower Company
Shively 6810-6
Triplite Smart Online UPS

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS!

The new ASI6585 you the best combination of IP connectivity and DSP-based processing:

daLea/t7 ONBOARD AUDIO ACCELERATOR. We
rev up your sound two ways: The powerful
integrated DSP gives you realtime pro-
cessing, without bogging down your PC.
And our powerful Built for Broadcast
technologies like MRX multi -rate mixing,
TSX time -shifting, and MP3 compression
speed up your workflow.

a.asl, SURROUND SOUND BUILT IN. Enjoy
tommorrow's sound today. Record.

play and mix up to 8 channel streams.

LIVEWIRE AUDIO-OVER-IP.
Route 16 channels of 24bit

digital audio over your Ethernet
network with unprecedented control
and flexibility.

PICK YOUR DRIVER. Whatever
c, driver you need, we've got you

covered. Windows WAVE, WDM
or ASIO. XP and Vista. Even Linux ALSA!

To learn more, ask your automation
VAR, or call +1-302-324-5333.

(fa/ITVA9,90,40C4i7 www.audioscience.com
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the second transmitter is taken down for maintenance,
the Boost Pro goes dark but the exciter output to the first
transmitter remains active.

We use our existing Dielectric combiner to combine the
two transmitters into the Shively 6810-6 antenna. The
signals are fed through 3'/E3" transmission line to the
antenna. If one transmitter is taken down, the Dielectric
switcher splits the signal from the other transmitter be-
tween the antenna and the reject load, sending about
25 percent of the usual power up to the antenna. That
output can be bumped to 50 percent through manual or
remote control over our Burk VRC-2500 units.

Transmitter phasing for combining is accomplished
through a menu on Boost Pro. A phasing circuit allows
us to adjust the phase of the signal coming out of Boost
Pro from the front panel, relative to the phase of the
signal going into the unit. This allows us to run both
transmitters into the Dielectric unit, which by design is
a 90 -degree hybrid combiner, without having to cut
and piece small bits of coax together to phase the two
transmitters. A 90 -degree phasing section was added
to the output of the second HT\ HD+ transmitter into the
combiner to split any reflected power equally between
the two transmitters.

We are using Flexstar Importers and Exporters at the
studio to combine and transport our radio programming,
which includes three HD Radio broadcast streams. The
analog and HD -1 signals are also sent through an Orban

The Barix Annuncicom 1000:
a professional, bidirectional voice over IP
embedded device.The independent
transmitting and receiving capability
makes this product an ideal solution
for simultaneous STL transmission and
program monitoring.

simultaneous

NAB 2008 Booth No. NA 8036
www.barix.com

BAR IX
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Optimod 8500 on -air processor at the studio, while the
multicast HD -2/3 channels are processed by Neural
Audio NeustarSW4.0 software running on the Importer.
All this is multiplexed by the Exporter and sent over a
7.1 -mile Microwave Radio Company (MRC) STL system
to the transmitter site. The 7GHz Twin Stream unit from
MRC carries analog and digital TV, and also includes a
Harris Intraplex STL HD Plus system for our on -air radio
signals. The Intraplex Ti circuit also provides additional
digital control for our Harris Diamond TV transmitter audio
through a data stream.

To accommodate HD Radio, we added several modules
to our existing Intraplex chassis at the studio and transmitter
sites. Intraplex DS-64NC modules were added at each
site to handle digital Ethernet traffic with HD Radio signals
from the Importer and Exporter. An existing Intraplex LAN
extension is used for other IP connectivity, but we elected
to keep the HD Radio on a separate LAN to avoid any
possibility of data collisions. A PT -153 studio module
and PR -153 transmitter site module were also added to
handle AES audio signals for interlocking transmissions,
as well as D -to -A conversion for FM transmission. These
are enhanced Apt -X compressed cards that provide very
high audio quality on the FM analog signal while permit-
ting additional capacity to the LAN functions.

All Intraplex modules provide programmed dipswitches
for appropriate bandwidth usage, and the upgrades were
up and running after a simple plug -and -play installation.

The additional bandwidth over Intraplex
will eventually be used to connect the
studio's Internet server to the transmitter
site, using dedicated lines to connect
through the studio switching system.

Our signal is very clean. The Harris
real-time adaptive correction (RTAC)
technology allows us to significantly
exceed the FCC mask, reducing our
digital sideband regeneration to below
80dB down - well below the 74d3
down requirement. RTAC takes a same e

of the signal output and feeds back info
the Flexstar exciter to cancel distortiors
on the digital sideband regeneration
It removes the garbage to produce j
much cleaner over -the -air signal.

Problems and solutions
Additional equipment at the transmis-

sion site includes a Crown amplifier and
a set of JBL Control One speakers for
live audio monitor ng. Digital modulation
monitoring is prcvided through a Day
Sequerra M2. This provides everything
we need for basic monitoring.

Problems have oeen scarce since the
installation. We connected our exciter
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rack to the Triplite Smart Online UPS after experiencing
some front -panel display lock -up; this was due to lack of
clean power direct from the utility company and not the
exciter, which remained live and continued to provide
the digital and analog signals. We also placed one of
the 24V utility power supplies that provided power to the

rnlny power on our UPS system to keep the trans-

Russ Abernathy reviews HD Radio export/importer settings.

miller interlock circuits live when transferring power to our
200kW Caterpillar diesel power generator. The generator
provides enough backup power to keep everything running
for hours in the event of a local power failure.

We designed an interesting solution to improve bi-di-
rectional communication between our Burk remote control
inputs and the transmitter status outputs. We etched a
circuit board with opto-isolator chips and Euro-block
connectors and inserted it between the devices to ensure
communication in both directions.

We also had challenges when connecting the modula-
tion monitor to a sample port on the transmission line to
read the stereo pilot signal. The readings were incorrect,
and running a hand down the RF cable to the monitor
altered the readings. A simple common -mode RF choke
was constructed out of nine turns of RG-58/U coaxial
cable wound on a piece of 1 ' /4" PVC pipe and inserted
at the RF input to the monitor.

All the heavy work of positioning the transmitters and
power supplies was performed by the moving company,
and two electricians completed all of the electrical work.
Other than that, Nina and I completed the entire RF
plumbing, interconnection and remote control wiring. Our
pre -planning made the entire installation a breeze, and
our on -air signals sound clean, crisp and powerful. #

Lane is the transmitter supervisor for WKNO-FM, Memphis. All
photos courtesy of Brad Broadus, Pegasus Tower Company

Ram Broadcast Systems
builds studios for most of North

America's major networks, group
stations, and news organizations. Ram

offers comprehensive studio design, fabrication,
systems integration, and custom furniture. Put Ram's

35 years of experience to work for you!

RAM Broadcast SystErns

WWW.ramsyscom.com
800.779.7575
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ColoradoPublic
Radio

By Jim Paluzzi, CET

5.1 is added locally as well as
nationally on the Classical

Public Radio Network
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Many of my colleagues have been predicting that surround sound will be
the killer "app" for audio by the end of this decade. I, too, anticipate a
5.1 future that will provide the opportunity to augment and extend the

listening experience for radio listeners. At the same time, however, this opportunity
presents us with a huge challenge as many of our listeners are avid concert -goers
that have heard firsthand many of the current world -class orchestras playing in
acoustically optimized settings.

When I began evaluating surround technology, I had a number of mandates to
fulfill as the technology specialist for CPRN, and its flagship stations, KVOD-FM
Denver, and KUSC-FM Los Angeles. CPRN provides 24 -hour broadcast program-
ming and Internet streaming for its 60 public radio station network, as well as HD
Radio programming distributed through NPR.

My first mandate for KVOD and the other CPRN members was finding a surround
technology that would seamlessly work with everyone's existing stereo facilities.
As public radio stations, our members were faced with major budget constraints
that could not justify a complete re -tooling of their audio chain to accommodate
separate surround audio channels.

Mandate number two required that the technology bridge the analog and digital
worlds, but not be obsolete when the digital transition is completed. That also
meant the technology would need to handle not only digital terrestrial broadcasts,
but also digital Internet streaming.

Mandate number three, the most important of all, demanded that the 5.1 tech-
nology be easy to use and implement. The new technology had to provide our
discriminating listeners with the best classical music experience, no matter what
type of radio receiver. In short, our 5.1 implementation had to sound great on a
conventional car radio, a home stereo system or a mono clock radio - as well as
providing a solid surround sound experience for listeners using 5.1 receivers.

Getting started
We began extensive search of the marketplace, and found a number of
products that covered perhaps one or two of the mandates, but not all
of them. In the end, we selected Neural Audio and their Neural-THX
Surround technology - because its downmix technology satisfied all
our requirements.

I had heard great things about the downmix approach to combining
5.1 and stereo from Don Danko, vice president for engineering at
WGUC-FM in Cincinnati. Danko said Neural's downmix had worked
well with the station's existing stereo infrastructure when it had initiated
surround sound broadcasting.

David Rutherford, one of
Network, in the studio.
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ColoradoPubli
Radio does Surround

Danko had successfully tested the ability of the Neural-
THX Surround Downmix system to transport 5.1 through a
stereo infrastructure, because traditional stereo and 5.1
content are basically two dimensional, with both width
and depth spatial attributes. The Downmix systems work
by correcting overlaps of intensity, time, coherence, polar -
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1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.com/products/da795.htm

ity and phase of the signal sources, allowing surround
channels to be combined or watermarked into a stereo
downmix for broadcast or storage.

Similarly, the Neural-THX Surround Upmix system takes
the stereo two -channel content and renders it into stereo,
matrix -encoded stereo, or digital and analog surround.
For listeners with a Neural-THX Surround enabled receiver,

individual content elements are positioned exactly where
they should be heard in the listening field for an excep-
tional surround experience.

Neural Audio had taken the initiative in expediting the
creation of surround content for CPRN by encoding nearly
1,600, 5.1 classical musical pieces. Neural contacted
the major players in the classical music distribution system,

Telarc and Deutsche Grammophone, for permission to
encode their available 5.1 content for stereo. By taking
this approach, Neural was able to provide CPRN with
downmixed content on a hard drive that accurately
represented the original musical pieces -a great start
for our transition to 5.1 broadcasting.

Steve Coghill, CPRN director of operations and program
planning, heard his first Neural 5.1 recording at work
through his computer and office stereo system. Because
it is not a 5.1 system, he did not have the full surround
sound experience. However, he has noticed a great deal
of definition and clarity in the recordings.

After we received the Neural external hard drive, Coghill
began to work on reviewing and classifying the content

for our music scheduling system. He found
Neural's cart chunk data feature was very
helpful in identifying each file.

0101%ail IS MY

www.comrex.com
Visit us at

NAB Booth N2125

Easygoing
Because the Neural content was down -

mixed into iwo-channel audio, no accom-
modations had to be made to the material
for CPRN's Prophet Systems Nexgen (now
RCSI automation system. We were able
to integrate the new surround material into
the Prophet system, just as we would have
any other recorded musical content. Once
again, the huge advantage of Neural-THX
Surround 5.1 system is that the downmixed,

surround audio simply travels over any
existing two -channel system.

Not too long after the evaluation pro-
cess was completed, I began relating
our findings to Scott Henderson, CPRN's
executive director. I told Henderson that
Neural worked flawlessly with our stereo
audio chain without any facility upgrades.
He was initially skeptical, so I set up a
listening demonstration, including samples
of a recent performance of the Colorado
Symphony Orchestra that Martin Skavish,
Colorado Public Radio's recording engi-
neer, had produced for live broadcast.
After just one listening session, Henderson
was a believer.

For the CPRN network, 5.1 programming
is assembled at Colorado Public Radio's
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by the experts at Fraunhofer Institute. the people who brought us
MP3 and AAC. Optimized for interactive IP applications. AAC-ELD
combines features from MPEG AAC-LD and the Spectral Band
Replication technology used in AAC-Plus It's the most powerful
audio coding tech on Earth. offering outstanding bitrate efficiency.
low delay. and support for packet loss concealment.

NEW TELOS ACT (AGILE CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY): Z/IP
brings automatic on -the -fly bitrate adjustment to IP codecs - a
first. The Z/IP constantly monitors the network and sets its
bitrate to the optimum value A dynamic adaptive receive buffer
also responds automatically to network conditions, minimizing
the effects of the varying bandwidth and jitter that occur on
real -world networks.

EFFECTIVE PACKET LOSS CONCEALMENT: The Internet usually
has packet loss on audio streams. often ranging up to a few
percent. The new AAC-ELD codec combined with ACT can
conceal this loss. making for smooth audio even with rough
network conditions.

TELOS-HOSTED Z/IP SERVER WITH DIRECTORY SERVICES:
Enables you to look up. view the status and connect to other
Zephyr/IP users worldwide. even through the toughest firewalls.

A STATE OF THE ART USER INTERFACE: And so you don't feel like
you are on a blind date. we give you all of the status information
you need on a sharp -looking color LCD which shows live network
statistics and trace -route maps in an easy -on -the -eyes graphical
interface.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

for women 54"

IN LOVE
Visiting LA this
to meet a Clay
must be easy
Please send
response ) *

CALL ME
Hah are your

Tabs-Systems.corn
Teios. Zephyr and LIP are registered trademarks of RS Corp 02008 All Rghts Reserved
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For Performance Spaces

or Production Places
Acoustics First'
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professional recording studios, we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, fiberglass panels, diffusers, bass
and corner traps. vibration control, acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles.
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free 1488-704900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Expect MORE From Your AM Transmitter
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Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 Made in USA

1KW HD Radio ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
modulation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sound to your
radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations,
X -1000B offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is HD
Radio' ready.

Best of all, our customers tell us
that the money they save running
the X -1000B pays for itself with

A ARMSTRONIC

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our word for it
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx. corn / www.armstrongtx.com
a registered trade marl, of 113puity kotal Corporation

ColoradoPublic
Radio

Because surround material is
encoded to a stereo file, the
facility infrastructure including
the Nexgen automation
system required no special
accommodations.

facilities in Denver, incorporating our hosts
and producers in Los Angeles, Denver and
Minneapolis. The program service is uplinked
via satellite to CPRN's affiliate stations through-

out the country. Each affiliate station has an
International Communication Products satel-
lite receiver equipped with a circular buffer
system that con delay the audio internally by
0, 1, 2 or 3 hours, so the content is properly
day -parted for each time zone. This approach
allows announcers to give time checks in real
time (like 8:17), instead of having to say, "It's
17 minutes past the hour."
As are part of the CPRN network, Colorado

Public Radio carries CPRN programming for
23 out of 24 hours of the day. We receive
our audio from a satellite receiver - just like
all of the other CPRN affiliates.

We are definitely sold on Neural-THX Sur-
round. We think that our listeners will also
be sold by the exceptional surround sound
experience that the technology will bring to
their homes and offices.

Paluzzi is VP of new media and technology, Colo-
rado Public Radio, Denver
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NEW a full featured, professional console at an amazing price from A AKIS

optional built-in, USB sound card,

logic, B software for Live Air Er

Automation

the

ARC -10
Advanced
Radio
Console

starting at...

If you thought that you

couldn't afford a new console,

then you can think again !

Featuring...

4 Iwo stereo Program output buses with mono mixdowns

Ten Input channels (optional 10 x 3 stereo remote selector)

 Two high performance mic channels (optional 48V pwr)

I One Phone hybrid input channel for Live or Off-line

I Cue speaker with amp 8 Headphone amp for 8 ohms (or Hi -Z)

Logic for source control or Talk studio / announce booth

ARC -IOU unbalanced $1.599 list

ARC-IULIP unbalanced w USB $1.999 list

ARC-10BP balan]ed w USB $2,495 list

ARC-16SW IS in x 3 out switcher $995 list

www.arrakis-systems.com/zrra-1.html 9 7 0 4 6 1 - 0 7 3 0



Tips, tricks, hints and more
By John Landry, CSRE

A cure for flying springs
Kirk Chestnut, CPBE, of Entercom Kansas City sent a tip

that his coworker, John Morris, devised. The station uses
several LPB silent mic booms and has a problem with the
tension springs working their way off the posts and flying
off the booms. It seems the ridge to hold the end of the
spring is just not deep enough for their needs.

The fix? Replace the spring posts with 8-32 thumb nuts
and a pan head machine screw. A 214" screw works well.

This technique should work on other manufacturers
booms as well.

Kirk's submission makes him eligible to win a
copy of Pocket Ref, as we announced in the
February issue. Send us your idea by April 30 to
be included in the drawing.

The
Telular
SX-7T
Phonecell

Landry IS an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/
Westwood One, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

A thumb nut and screw installed on
a mic boom. Thumb nuts (inset) are
available at most hardware stores.

.xita log cellphones
Feb. 18 was the sunset date for requiring analog cellular service in the U.S. That

means any bag phones and Cellcast units you might have been using for remotes may
no longer work, depending on your cell service provider. It presents a bigger problem
if your main or backup transmitter control uses a cellular link. Many of the older systems
(manufactured and sold as remote security systems) that relied on 800MHz analog
cellular links will no longer work. If you a -e in this position, help is on the way from
Telular. The SX-5e or SX-5T Phonecell fixed cellular terminal will function on current

digital cellular systems. Both provide serial data, virtual POTS as well as
IP connectivity and they hove an SMA connection on the back for on

external antenna, if your transmitter site is close to a cellular site.
The SX-5e works on GSM cellular systems while the SX-5T works
with CDMA systems. A new version, the SX-7T is due soon,
which will include IP connectivity. Then there will be no excuse
for not having Internet access at the transmitter.

Extra pieces
Most of us are packrats. We save all sorts of things thinki

we'll need them someday arid a lot of times it has paid
off. You can never have enough metric screws, so always
remember to remove as many as you can from anything
being scrapped.

In recent years I have noticed that many components
-specifically switches and potentiometers are getting harder
to find. Most new equipment uses tactile or rubber membrane switches. So what's a guy to do when
a little box with an on/off switch and a pot for headphone level is needed? Good used switches and
potentiometers should be saved.

4
:

44\

Submit your ideas for Tech Tips or the Engineer's Notebook now through April
30 and you will be entered into a drawing to receive a copy of the Pocket Ref
by Thomas J. Glover. Send your ideas to radio@RadioMagOnline.com today.
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Broadcast Software

Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping

I. 10 11. law oar mrs

Yu

LANINalbs

Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fire' audio files

1-888-274-8721
www.bsiusa.com

WaveCart - the original
cn-screen cart machine

Full PC Systems

Complete PC systems -
with nardware and music

Music Library

MusicStore - thousands of
ready to play (tagged) songs

AudioScience - built for
broadcast, pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. llth Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com

Trigger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/0 & remote control
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Day Sequerra
M2.2R

By Doug Irwin,
CPBE AMD

Day Sequerra has updated its M2.0 HD modulation monitor, adding
some nice and very useful features. I first reviewed the original M2.0
in Radio magazine in May 2006, and the new M2.2R model is

an attractive piece of test equipment that will likely go in your facility where it
can be seen by you and others.

Two rows of blue LEDs that correspond to demodulated audio make it very
interesting to look at. The front panel is very clean and all local control is
accomplished via a set of 10 push buttons located thereon. "Tuner band"
selects the AM or FM band; "Presets" of course allows one to go to one of

20 presets for each band. Tuning is done by two
buttons (one labeled up and one down). After one
selects the band, and tunes to the station needed,
the receiver will indicate whether or not there is
an HD Radio signal present with three blue LEDs
also on the front panel. These three LEDs are HD
locked, multicast and delay set, which corresponds
to the time alignment between the main (analog
FM) audio and the MPS.

If the receiver is locked on a station with an HD
Radio signal, then using the Mode -service button
on the front panel will allow the user to go back

Performance at a glance
Analog and digital
demodulator and

modulation monitor

High-level and
antenna inputs for

both bands

LED bar graph
level indicators

2RU steel chassis

Balanced analog XLR
and AES3 outputs

Six alarm relays

Ethemet connectivity

Multiple measurement
capability

and forth between MPS and SPS-1 (known to some
as HD1 and HD2). Holding down the Mode -Ser-
vice button for five seconds will force the radio to
stay on the analog signal; in this mode, the two
rows of blue LEDs indicate demodulated L and R
audio, while the lower LED bar graph indicates
main carrier modulation (up to 125 percent so
that AM positive peaks can be read).

When the receiver is locked to the MPS (or
HD1), pressing the Forcing button will make
the receiver display the analog audio in the top
blue LED row and the digital audio in the lower
row. The left channel audio out will correspond
to the analog, and the right channel the digital
- including the front panel headphone out. This
facilitates the adjustment of the time delay between

the analog FM signal and the MPS.
When the receiver is forced into analog, pressing

the data -display button will make the receiver dis-
play RBDS data on the vacuum fluorescent display;
in MPS mode, the VFD will display the MPS PAD;
in SPS, mode, the VFD will read SPS PAD.

More features
One feature that is now standard in the M2.2R

is the ability to read pilot injection, RBDS injection,
and 67 or 92kHz injection levels, giving it nice
functionality as a piece of test equipment. It also
has the ability to read synchronous AM noise. I

found the front panel controls to be simple and
very easy to learn.

Another standard feature of the M2.2R is the
Performance Loss Monitor. A set of six relays al-
low the unit to signal the outside world when it
detec-s loss of carrier, loss of audio, loss of OFDM
lock (i.e., loss of digital signal), loss of RBDS
data, loss of PAD and a choice between loss of
multicast (MC) or delay bit. All of these alarms are
configured by the same front panel buttons, and
are accessible via a high -density DB15 located
on the rear panel.

Remote Dashboard is Day Sequerra's proprietary
software used to remotely control the M2.2R. This
of course means that you need to install this applica-
tion on a computer, and connect to the M2.2R by
a LAN or, if the unit lives at a transmitter site, a LAN
extension or WAN connection. The Dashboard
provides the ability to remotely change channels
on the receiver, and if HD Radio is available, the
ability to re -assign the audio outputs from either
analog or digital in the case of AM, or analog,
MPS or SPS in the case of FM. The dashboard
has 50 presets for AM and for FM as well; it also
allows you to set up alarms that correspond to RF
levels, analog, MPS or SPS audio. These alarms are
separate from those mentioned earlier; the user is
alerted to their presence by the GUI, or via e-mail.
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I should also note that these alarms correspond to
the service the radio is tuned to at the time of the
alarm: either analog, or MPS or SPS-1.

When a remote control session is in place, the
VFD will read remote connection and each of the
front -panel controls is locked out. This obviously
prevents a local user from disturbing a remote
user session. The unit's front panel LED displays
still indicate the demodulated audio levels while
the unit is remotely controlled.

Dashboard also allows the user to remotely look
at either the decoded MPS or SPS-1 PAD data,
which can also be logged Ion the client computer)
should the user want to do so. There is no indica-
tion of modulation or audio levels on the Remote
Dashboard GUI, and therefore the majority of users
will likely locate this modulation monitor in an area
frequented by engineering personnel.

One of the best features of the M2.2R is the

quality of the audio - especially noticeable
with the demodulated HD audio. The lack of
a good modulation monitor and HD Radio test
equipment in general was a bit of a handicap
when I first started putting HD Radio stations on
the air; we had to cobble together car radios
attached to outboard silence sensors. The Day
Sequerra M2.2R not only
addresses those early issues
but also gives the broadcast
engineer a powerful tool in the
quest to make the best use of
this new technology.

Irwin is the chief engineer of
WKTU-FM, New York City

Day Sequerra
P 856-719-9900

W www.daysequerra.com

E info©daysequerra.com
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STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIEF

THE ALL NEW AF-SH1 FEATURES:
 Integral Long -Life VCA Stereo Level Control

 Balanced or Unbalancec Inputs

 Switch -Selectable Input Sensitioty

 Switch -Selectable Mono (Lefty or Stereo Operation

 Amplifier To Drive High or Lcw Impedance Headsets

 Convenience of APPFLEX Try Mounting Possibilities

Shown in AFM-DC1N tabletoo chassis

The AF-SH1 is part of the group of versatile APPFLEX products from Radio Design Labs. These modules
combine advanced circuitry, durable all -metal construction, attractive RDL ULTRASTYLE TM colors and
versatile mounting possibilities. APPFLEX modules are ready to drop in a capinet, chassis or panel cutout.
Numerous ULTRASTYLE wall mounting accessories and tabletop chass s are optionally available to
facilitate system design.

SYSTE MS
SOLLITIO www.rdlnetcom

RDL  659 N Street  Pr9scott AZ  86301 DL
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Kowa
PX- 1 0

Some devices have a front panel that demands attention. Such is the Kowa

PX-10 flash memory audio player. This box simply belongs in the studio;

but is the PX-10 more than just eye candy for the control room?
You will immediately notice a lack of whirring from this machine; but there is

more to this design than the absence of a hard drive and its accompanying
noise. Flash -type media is arguably the optimal method for non -linear -based
storage. Here, it dramatically increases the PX-10's flexibility and power by
allowing completely independent media setups and off -site redundancy. Each
user can tailor media and set up parameters to meet his own needs. Afternoon

drive can have some independence from the morn-
ing show. How much is that worth?

On the back panel are the ac input, power
switch, outputs and secondary USB port. It is

not independently selectable over the front panel
USB, which will automatically take priority when
valid media is inserted. Outputs include analog
balanced output via XLR (pin 2 hot) and AES-3
digital output via XLR, and S/PDIF IEC958 Type
II digital output via RCA. A headphone output is
also available. The Compact Flash (CF) slot is

located on the right side of the device.
The slanted front panel of the PX-10 is where all

Performance at a glance
USB and Compact

Flash media

WAV/MP3 compatible

Six pages of
50 quick keys for

direct playback

Analog/digital outputs

Backlit buttons

Good display

the magic is. There are five rows of 10 backlit
buttons labeled one through 50 for direct audio
playback. Users of other instant playback devices
will find the layout somewhat familiar. To the right
of that are the transport, page and editing con-
trols, including a small jog wheel and headphone
volume control. Above is a 320x32 FLD display
and recessed USB slot.

While setting up the flash drives is almost as
easy as dragging and dropping, it does require
the included PX-10 SW software to accomplish
the task. It is not possible to create or prepare
the media through conventional means or other
software utilities. Nor is it possible to prepare or
load media via the unit itself. Still the PX-10 can
playback both lossless 16 -bit WAV and MP3

By Dan Israel

files. The sample rate can be either 44.1 kHz or
48kHz; however, differing format types cannot
be assigned on the same page.

The work begins
After installing the Windows -only software, you

are ready to drag and drop files onto a window
that represents the PX-10 and its playback buttons.
Complete setups can be stored either locally or to
external media. The setup information includes all
playlist, media and settings needed. Transferring
setups to USB or CF media is done by selecting
"store' from the menu.

Once the media is prepared, playback opera-
tions are simple and intuitive. The user can select
between USB or CF media. The PX-10 will take
approximately 15-30 seconds to read prepared
media when it is first inserted. Switching from
USB to CF is about the same. Jumping between
pages requires about 5-10 seconds, so the layout
of the media on each of the six pages should
factor this delay.

There are a few items that can be edited on the
PX-10 itself. These include the playback head, tail,
fade-in, fade-out and level. The fluorescent display
contains a good amount of useful information (es-
pecially for its size) and is very instinctive. During
playback, the display provides all of the following:
L/R metering, lapsed or remaining time, graphic
timeline (indicating file length, head, tail and fade
in/out and playback/standby cut title.

A few odds and ends on the PX-10: GPI start
is available through a single connection on the
back panel. This feature functions as a remote play
switch and is not mappable to other hotkeys. Using
playlists, a user can place the PX-10 in an endless
playback state. Loop mode is available for direct
cuts as well. Standby versus playback is indicated
by the green and red bicolor state of the 50 hotkeys
(frustrating color-blind users).The loop mode does
not crossfade the beginning over the ending, so
fade in and out points must be removed and the
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loop point set precisely to prevent typical audible
looping artifacts. The PX-10 SW can provide very
useful (though somewhat dot-matrix like) printouts
of the setups and cut location.

At this time, both USB and CF media is limited
to 2GB capacity. But the ability to have six pages
of 50 directly accessible cuts is probably more
than a user can remember anyway. And though
this limitation may someday increase (through
design change or firmware upgrade), it doesn't
seem likely to be much of an issue.

One note to keep in mind is the PX-10 is a player
only - recording is not possible with this device.
Also, there are no Ethernet or networking capabili-
ties in the PX-10. However, the lack of hard drive
or internal storage all but negates this need.

During my testing of the PX-10, I experienced a
couple issues. First, the PX-10 SW can provide
some cryptic dialog boxes when attempting to
load incompatible formats.

I also experienced an issue with certain MP3
cuts not playing properly. After contacting Kowa,
it was determined to be an issue with the PX-10's
(firmware v1.02) interpretation of certain ID3 tags. I
received a firmware update (v1.03) from the design
team at Kowa. It took less than 15 minutes and

fully resolved the issue.
The Kowa PX-10 is an excel-

lent advancement in the world
of quick -key playback. It is a
solid machine whose form and
function belong in the studio.
The flexibility, redundancy, and
noise free ambience provided

Kowa
P 800-966-5692

W www.proaudiokowa.com

E pxinfo@proaudiokowa scam

by common inexpensive USB and Compact Flash
media give the PX-10 a significant advantage over
its competition.

Israel is president and CEO of Short Circuit Electronics,
producer/engineer of First Run Productions, and
executive producer of the Chiefs Radio Network,
Kansas City MO.
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Sample printouts from the PX-10 are
available with this article online at
www.RadioMagOnline.com

Top Newsrooms Have It.
Yours can too!

The NM -250 MKII with optional USB interface is
quickly becoming an industry standard. Add our RM-35 Rack

Monitor and AS -428 Scanning / Dual mode Audio avicher and
you'll have the TOP Newsroom workstation solution Et a price

your GM will love.

Contact your dealer to see how affordable
the TOP solution is!

II  MI t t,  s so.
NM -250 MKII

RM-35
Stereo Rack Monitor  

filli::1111111 Audi. Switcher
AS -428

www.dixonsystems.com

Bhon
systnis.

The ARES-Mll
Hand-held audio rcorder I player
with all functions and controls
a-. your fingertips.

 High qua ity sold -state
audio recorder

 2GB internal memory

 Internal non-destructive
graphic audio editor

 Voice activated
recording

 Linear PC.M, MP2,
MP3 recording

Please visit us
at Booth #'s
NAB N3214
RTNDA R203

Sales: 800 813-1663
wrvw.nagraaudio.coon
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The gains for
HD Radio

www.RadioiVagOnline.corn

mt AM analog stations follow the NRSC 10kHz standard meaning
y actually broadcast a 10kHz signal. Believe it or not, a number

' AM receivers actually get that quality, but the majority of them cut
off as lo i . is 3.5kHz. AM stereo radios required full utilization of the 10kHz
signal which is why even talk shows sounded so good on an AM stereo radio.
FM HD Radio signals are broadcast in, literally, CD 44.1 kHz quality.

I don't know how far HD Radio -equipped stations blanket analog AM stations
but I can provide you with a very educated guess that the actual receiver has
a lot to do with rejecting that interference or permitting it.

In real -life situations, an AM station broadcasting
an HD Radio signal will sound just as good as an
FM station broadcasting an HD Radio signal on a
car radio capable of receiving both signals. Only
a few women (virtually no men) can actually hear
above 1 5kHz. AM radio, in my opinion, actually
stands to gain the most by HD Radio for both the

Coaxial
Dynamics Equipment & Components

A CDI INDUSTRIES, INC. COMPANY

Specialists in RF Test

X:c ciot Digital Broadcast

Directional Wattmeters

Gila Line Sections

Plug -In Elements

Loads and Attenuators

35 ` Signal Samplers

Meters

Accessories

Low Pass Filters

Power Sensors

Custom OEM

Coaxial Dynamics (a CBI Industries, Inc. Company)
6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts, OH 44130

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxial.com  www.coaxial.com

sonic improvement and the elimination of buzzing
that hos plagued AM radio for decades.

I am on the NAB Spectrum Integrity Committee.
Many broadcasters I talk with remain skeptical
about the future of HD Radio regardless of whether
it's on the AM or FM band. My advice to them
is get over it and embrace the technology, as the
alternative is very nasty. Is HD Radio perfect?
No. Has it gained acceptance by listeners yet?
Again the answer is no. That's the bad news; the
good news is Walmart, Best Buy and others are
now actually selling HD Radio receivers and the
price continues to drop. The public will buy it if

we give them something they want and feel they
can't get elsewhere, especially for free. AM radio
desperately needs the sonic quality of today's FM

So
perhaps
relying on
luck to avoid
an accident
wasn't the best
idea...

Don't worry, RSI can help!
Our team of experts have decades of experience to
help you and your company create and utilize a
complete safety solution. From safety training to site
readings and safety signage to functional safety
plans, RSI can daliver a total safety package.

888-830-5648
www.rsicorp.com

in ill 0.71A
1.37.3:1
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station and HD Radio provides that quality; FM
stations need the extra channels HD Radio allows
to create programming and provide revenue. XM
and Sirius aren't our competitors; our collective
resistance to change the fundamental way we
do business is our real competition and we have
nobody but ourselves to blame if we fail.

William J. Wertz
Wertz Media Consulting

Friday Harbor, WA

LPFM woes
Chriss, I read your note about ownership changes

in a recent Viewpoint, and sense that, like me,
you are not entirely satisfied with the job the FCC
is doing these days.

I have had conversations with others recently
about the FCC wanting to further crowd the FM
spectrum with new LPFMs so that the minorities
have better access to the airwaves. I think the
FCC has done it again by placing itself in a bad
situation. It cut back on funding for enforcement,
leaving the brunt of the responsibility to police
the airwaves to the licensees, and now it wants
to create more interference by adding low -power

for your
HANDHELD
Take the FASTtrac,
with you!
Find your way around the
convention floor fast, access
the Radio magazine FASTtrack
for Handheld and use it on any
handheld device!

Access it live online or download it for
fast use. Either way. you're prepared.

Use it today:
RadioMagOnline.con

READER FEEDBACK
stations that have very little to lose, not to mention the
non -certified equipment they will probably use (because
it's available and cheap). Oh, did I mention that they are
proposing to lift the 'hird-adjacent spacing rule for LPFMs
too? How will the FCC even come close to enforcing the
Rules with thousands of these new stations on the air?
We have a good example of what will certainly happen
with pirate operators.

What are these guys thinking anyway? Like you, I hope
the new president will see through this haze and make
sense with policy changes!

Name witrtheld by request

Technology update
In the February Trends in Technology, the product compari-

son table on IP codecs omitted some information for the Tiel ine

IP. This codec is available in a 1RU or 2PU package, and
also supports X.21/V.35 and 3G communications. Analog
or AES-3 audio is supported with the appropriate interface.
The codec can be controlled with Tieline software and via
Ethernet, and it provides the Tieline Raw Audio algorithm
for a maximum audio frequency response of 23kHz.

GALLERY

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfares new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under all
existing FM modulation 'orms. The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

e fm
PC' Box 386 Lancaster HY 14086

Website "www.nMrefm.com"

1-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-791-7443

Email "piairifiXOtn&refm.com"
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MOORETRONIX
RROADI AS I A INDUSTRIAL III( R()NI( 

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface,
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins
and instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Swiss Armu Knife of
RFmofF Broadcasting!!!

MiCTFI - Mic Line to Telephone IntFrfacE
D Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular

phone or balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

D. Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

User-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

External power input with battery backup.

Individual gain controls for send, receive and phones.

Get info on this
other great remote
products at www.circultwerkes.com

Automatic Alert Notification System
for EAS receivers & Amber alerts

AlertReady'M
Automatically capture, archive, & email

incoming EAS messages from one or more
EAS Receivers at your facility

' Simple &
quick setup
wizard -
installs in
minutes

Only $395

Capture EAS
messages onto
any Windows PC

- Automatically email
all EAS messages to
one or more recipients

=

For more info: http://www.wireready.com/alert

Don't be burned the next time your printer jams
or -uns out of paper - AlertReady costs

a lot less than an FCC fine

(800) 833 4459
sales@wireready.com

ranscom
Lorporation

www.fmamtv.com

Used AM and FM

Transmitters from
Leading Manufacturers

Contact us for quotes on:
Custom Returning
New Cable

New Antennas
New STL & Remote controls

OMILI"" . IIIIII

transcom@fmamtv.corn
800-441-8454

215-938-7304 215-938-7361 (fax)
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A20 RBDS
Monitoring Decoder

Measure and listen to an
entire market from anywhere!

11041! AC"

 Remote access and control 'dia
TCP/IP and serial ports

 Sample, scan and skim up to 8
stations remotely

 Stream high quality MP3 received
audio back to you on -demand

 Report alarms via Email or SUMP
 For each station you can measure,
log and alarm for MPX Mod,
RF level and all RBDS info

viaRadic Corporation
(321) 242-0001
www.viaRadio.com
info(OviLRadio.com

Specializing in RDS/RBDS solutions

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Longley-Rice m Hawa I Using Terrain -3D

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

Create stunning "real -world- coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM. ITU-R P 1546-1.
PTR FCC and others with Probe 3TM
Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderry

4 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2

4Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D TM

oft
COMML,11. f It

arl 14.1

The leader in broadcast
engineering consulting

software

www v -soft com 800 743-3684

GOT ®EA® AIR?
WANT TO KNOW ABOUT IT?

vo, Hook up a Silence Sense Jr.
and continuously monitor
your audio. Adjustable

input sensitivity and adjustable
silence time-out for up to four min.
Switch selectable momentary or
continuous relay contact output.
Battery back-up is provided.

Only 109.00 + S&H

Or, connect a Silence Sense Sr.
which calls or pages you
when the adjustable
(up to 4 m n.) silence time
-out is exceeded. The unit features
2 separate phone numbers that may
be chained for sequential dialing or
used independently for other inputs.
2 separate notification codes may be
programmed and battery back-up is
provided. Programming is done via
your computer. iuiy 229.00 + S&H

GOT INTEREST?
For details on these and other innovative products
for the broadcaster please visit us on the web at

vAwdmengineering.com

$111
2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010

805-987-7881 800-2490487

vitevestigator
Now includeu

3 -second USGS Terrain
Block Level census data
The Antenna Structure Registry Database
One set of National Geographic TOPOI Maps

Things are no longer locked together. With
multiple monitors, move the job control, station
table, and other tool
boxes to one screen
then, expand the map
to full size on another.
The map is now a
resiz3ble rectangle.

11 is easier than ever
to keep your clients
informed or to create
your FCC engineering -I I
exhibits. Just create the contours and show
the cities put some labels and arrows on to
identify everything, save map to clipboard,
and paste it into your word processing program.
You can also export the contours as KML files
to display on Google Earth.

Our 'NhiteiGray tool is the latest development
in the program We try to give our clients the
tools they need and have requested.

ad*.

rfSoftware, Inc.
lir nponing lool

1WileYewww rfsoftware.com

3 5 2 -3 6 7 -1 7 0 0

commumpolinott itd Farmington, NNI 8"-11111
;04,,

1. a s 505-325-1142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.corn
info@nottltd.com
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High -Power ATUs

DA Systems

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sound Better!

LBA is your trusted supplier for IBOC-ready AM antenr a
systems. For over 40 years we have been designing and
manufacturing reliable Directional Antenna Systems,
ATU's, Multiplexers, Combiners, Cellular/PCS Colocaticn
Isolators, and RF Components for all power levels.

Choose an LBA system and join thousands of satisfied
broadcasters in the US and worldwide!

LBA can design, manage, install and finance your com-
plete RF project. Call us for a free technical consultation!

Factory Dealer For'

0

Diplexer/Triplexer RF Components
Systems

LBA Technology, Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155

www.LBAGroup.com SINCE 1963

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Ampere),
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

 Se Habla Espanol

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E

rfOrfparts.com

Wiff17 wti'imor /967

SONIFEX
icturers of Audio Broadcast Equipment

Outstanding New
Rackmount Audio Monitors
The Reference Monitor range is a series of 1U rack -mount
multi -channel audio monitors.

Superb audio quality, 3 -way speaker system.
' High resolution 53 or 26 segment LED bar -graph displays

Both analogue & AES/EBU digital audio I/O up to 192kHz.
USB, serial and GPI control.

Visit our website for details: www.sonifea.co.uk

INACDovetrircosat

CS,

SH
Stand: N4919

14 - 17 April 2008
Las Vegas Convention Center

Las Vegas, USA

INDEPENDENT

T: 207 773 2424
E: infot@independentaudio.c3T
www.independentaudio.com

76 &Noe to

Bay Country
'BROADCAST LQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality

Used Radio Broadcast
Equipment

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
www.baycountry.com

or call and we'll fax it to you.
All equipment sold with a 15 day return gurantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 443-596-0212
www.baycountry.com  email: sales@baycountry.com

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

MUM
GET ON -THE -AIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V SOW RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
 Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...
"STRTION-I1111-BOX"

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box' hundreds have
been put in service worldwide!

From temporary locations, rapid deploy-
ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box' from Ramsey!

RANISEY ELECTRONICS, LLC
590 Fishers Station Drive. Valor, NY 14564
WO -4402295 585-9244560
winnN.ramseybroadcastcom
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The Preferred Source For Krone
Punch Blocks, Punch Tools,

& Patch Cords - In Stock

CBT Classic On -Air Lights - Barix - Extech
ElectriDuct - Gepco - Henry Engineering

LEA Surge Protection - LS Cat5 & Cat6 Cable
Middle Atlantic - Minuteman UPS - Neutrik

OC White Mic Arms - Optelator
Platinum Tools - RDL - - Siemon

SurgeX - Switchcraft - Ward Beck

....and Much More

the Sysi.m
sp.vaity Mardware

fleral

Your Premium Source Fu

The Wire and Cable, Connector

Punch Blocks, Racks &

Enclosures, PowerProtection, Wire

Management Devices, "Problem

- Solvers", Tools, Test Equipment,

and Accessories Required To

Create And Maintain A Technical

Infrastructure.

www.SystemsStore.com
Sales4SystemsStore.com

Tel: 407-656-3719  Fax: 407-656-5474

WITH
MILLIONS
LISTENING...

silence is key!
Highly reliable
keyboard
and panel
mount
switches.

Check out
our new...

Lock in !odds
and...

RGB
LED's

Visit us at
NAB Booth

#SU5021

I

800.445.0007
308.324.6661
Fax 308.324.4985
E-mail:
sales.veetronix.corn

The Key To
Quality Switches

The ARES-M
Hand-held audio recorder / player
with all functions and cont-ols
at your fingertips.

High quality solid -stag
audio recorder

2GB internal memory

Intern non-
destructive
graphic audio editor

Voice a:tivated
recordiig

 Linear PCM, MP2
MP3 re :ording

357 Riverside Dr  Franklin TN 37064
Sales: 800 813-1663  www.nagraaudio.com

M

11.1

0
0
z

co

Pro

DA79S Digital
Audio Analyzer

Now You
Solve

Digital Audio
Problems!

We Can Help!
1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

wnw.sencore.com/products/da?9S.htm

Leading the
HD Radio

Revolution!

FM Antennas

Combiners
Filters

HD Radio

Shively Labs
www.shively.com

sales@shively.com
888-SHNELY Fax (207)647-8273

This is a small ad for a

GREAT
RADIO AUTOMATION
SOFTWARE
with a small price, too!

Get your free demo today:

www.radiocube.com

We beat the competition.

Software for
Station Operators and DJ s
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Acoustics First
888-765-2900

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate Noise^
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Raiff°
THI 1A010 la

ONLINE RESOURCES FOR RADIO PROFESSIONALS

Find everything Radio
magazine has available by
product category or by
section - online.
Developed by the editors of Radio
magazine, our one -stop categories give
you quick access to all the great infor-
mation you expect from Radio
magazine. Each one -stop offers Field
Reports, technology reviews, features,
applications and more.

Radio magazine one -

stops include sections on:
 Mics
 Codecs
 HD Radio
 Consoles & Mixers
 Automation
 Processing
 Routing

and more!
Ex usive sponsors ips o R. magazine
one -stops are available Contact your Radio
magazine market manager today.

Get your own copy!
Each month, the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read information
about radio broadcasting:

 FCC Update
Managing Technology
*Trends in Technology
*Facility Showcases
Field Reports
New Products
 RF Engineering

To start your own FREE subscription, go
to subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?Icrrin6007

and complete the online form TODAY4
moor
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CPR's IT systems.
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SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Do you remember?
eneral Electric released this ad, one of a series

featuring well-known faces, in February 1947. This
ad included Kay Kyser, professor of the "Kollege of
Musical Knowledge" heard each Wednesday over
NBC. Kyser kept his NBC show in the top 10 for 11
years and was dubbed "the '01Professor of Swing".
The ads touted the new sound of FM radio and that
GE produced "natural color tone radios."

When FM radio was introduced 60 years ago,
radio manufacturers pushed hard to inform potential
listeners about the new technology. Today, the same
cannot be said for the HD Radio rollout.

To see more of this series of General Electric ads,
visit www.RadioMagOnline.com.

Do you have interesting radio ads from the past? Tell
us about them at radio@RadioMagOnline.com.

Sample and Hold
What we want in new cars

Around this time last year, Jacobs Media released its Tech
Survey III, highlighting the public's knowledge and expecta-
tion of HD Radio. While the study showed that very little of
the public was very interested in HD Radio, it also showed
that a growing number of people were somewhat interested
and just needed to know more about the technology. Here is
one tidbit from the research about what features the public
wanted in new cars. Jacobs Media will release its Tech Sur-

vey IV in the next few months. Keep your eye here to see how
perception of HD Radio has changed in a year.
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GENERAL 1. ELECTRIC

natural color ton* radios

That was then

In response to our December 2007 request for old staff
photos, Xen Scott sent us these two 1964 photos from
WTOA (FM) 97.5MHz, Trenton, N.J. Xen was a staff
engineer at the time and the announcer is Phil Stout.
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LIKE THE GOOD OLD DAYS...
ONLY DIGITAL!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING W-12 Like no
other digital console, the new W-12 won't require you to use a
computer or force you to deal with any cryptic digital baggage
It's SIMPLE: you just wire to your analog or digital inputs (and
since it's modular, you choose the combination), set some dip -

switches on the back panel (no disassembly required) and you're
ready to go. Just like the good old analog days-only now with
performance of over 135 dBFS and virtually unmeasurable cross-
talk and distortion. Get Wheatstone's leading edge technology!

for more info go to www.wheatstone.com/W12.htm
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Don't Just Bring Your HD Channel Along for the Ride
The VORSIS AP -1000 has a completely separate fine grained processor

dedicated just to HD, so you can tweak your HD sound to deal with bit
reduced audio while leaving your FM sound uncompromised.

Here's what professionals who've tried the
AP -1000 have to say:

"By far the best processor I've ever used."
"It achieved greater loudness with a smoother

sound right out of the box."
"Your GUI is so well designed I didn't even need

to read the manual to get started."
"Love the box!!! The sound of the station is vastly

improved... it's loud, wide and clear"

REDEFINING Digital
Audio Processing
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